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To H0N0R MEMORY OF GEN. KNOX

prom,se^success
Warren Rebekahs Pleased
With "Breezin’ Along,” To
Be Played July 28

Saturday
Issue

,

Throngs From Far and Near Will Gather Tuesday at Mont

Through the efforts of the commit
tee headed by Mrs. Alice Brown and
working under the supervision of
Miss Bette Sanders of Boston,
"Breezin' Along" activities in Warren
are going ahead in leaps and bounds.
The production under auspices of the
Rebekahs, promises to be the biggest
the community has yet seen with the
excellent talent recruited from War
ren, Thomaston and Waldoboro, com
prising a large cast along with an
ultra-peppy dancing and singing
chorus spectacularly costumed and
several specialty dances.
The plot of "Breezin' Along" is
taken from the storv of Brewster's
Millions set in a captivatingly catchy [
musical background. Robert Connell 1
pla»s the part of Jack, the young
millionaire who must spend $35,000 [
a d«v in order to become heir to hts,
uncle's millions, while keeping the |
reason for his reckless spending a
secret and thus he becomes known as [
"Money Mad Mason.” Pollv Max
well. the lovelv ladv of his heart is
played by blond Marguerite Haskell.
H's spinster aunt Agatha is delight
fully characterized bv Mrs Nettie
Vinal and Herbert Thomas enacts
tlie nart of her suitor. Dr. Maxwell.
Miss Sanders portravs the part of
Toodles De Vere a flashy show girl,
while Ernie Hope, a show producer
Mrs. W O. Puller is chairman ot
Every detail is complete for Tues meeting of the Knox Memorial As
and victim of Toodles' fatal charm is
the
house reception committee whose
sociation
will
convene
at
10
o
ciock.
enacted by Howard Kenniston. Sid day's celebration at Montpelier of the
The speeches will be from the west membership includes Mias Edith Lenney Burns, played by Joe Vinal, is a
young lawyer with whom Jack shares birthday anniversary of General ern piazza wilh as many seats as pos fest, regent Gen. Knox Chapter, D.
the secret of his “money madness,”
sible provided for public comfort. A. R , Mrs. Josephine P Walker, hon
and who falls in love with Gerry. Henry Knox. Tlie festivities will The band concert will follow from the orary regent. Mrs. H. P Blodgett, re
Jack's sister (Dorothy French). open at 9 o'clock with the wreath lay
Comedy is plentifully supplied by Jay ing ceremony at the grave and will same location. Open house will be gent of Lady Knox Chapter, and Mrs.
maintained until dusk at the man Anne Snow, vice president Knox Me
Brown and Andy Connell as Long &
Short, reporters for the “Daily Apple continue through the day witn sion with the usual admission fee cut morial Association.
sauce” and their friends Aggie and speeches at 2.30 by Gov. Brann and in half, making it 25 cents. A group
The grounds decorations are in
Peggy. Helen Boyd and Katherine
charge
of Alfred M. Strout, assisted
of
hostesses,
many
clad
in
the
beau

Starrett. Beatrice Haskell takes the | Congressman Moran, followed with a
' part of Minerva, the dancing maid. ; concert by Kirkpatrick's Band of tiful costumes of colonial days, will by Mrs. Hazel Anzalone, Mrs. Emily
| while Alfred Oxton enacts the part j
be in attendance. All visitors v.ill be Stevens, Mrs. Eunice 8horey, Mrs.
of Ruggles the butler, who packs a | Thomaston and Rockland.
invited to register and an opportunity Ethel Newcombe, Miss Christine
big surprise ln the last act.
Tlie
impressive
service
at
the
grave
will
be offered to Join the Association Moore. Miss Margaret Ruggles and
The play is being sponsored by the !
I Rebekahs of Warren and will be pre- I'Will be in charge of Jarvis C. Perry. which supports the memorial and Miss Rita Smith.
The committee on resolutions is
I sented the evening of July 28 in 1
needs members.
Glover hall, Warren. Dancing will
”
'
....
mode up 0( col. Gould, W. O Fuller
|follow the performance.—adv. •
Peter B. Franklin of St. John Baptist ,
program commiUee comprU« w)d w G Washburn.
Church, Thomaston, and Mr. Perry • Mrs Anne snow .Mrs. C A .Creighton The selectmen of Thomaston re
“TABOR BOY” ARRIVES
quest that all citizens display the
will place the wreath with thc esc rt and Miss Edith Lenfest.
lamp. A
I ewi.
<»om Battery P firing the volley. In I The reception committee is headed national colors Tuesday in honor of
Lands His'Sea Scouts Ai tendance will be members of the'^ C Perry and his fellow members the birthday of General Knox and
Lanas ms aea ocouts /Al
arc Edward Keating. W. T. Smith, the visitation of the governor. The
American Legion, Daughters and Sons I Col. K K. Gould. L. A. Thurston, C. A. Paul Revere bell in the old Knox
the World’s Fair
of the American Revolution, Boy Creighton. Arthur Elliot. Harry! Church will be rung at 9 45 and at
News has been received of the ar' 215.
I rival in Chicago July 18 of Tabor Scouts and Girl Scouts. The annual Moody and Capt. John Brown.
I Academy’s 90-foot auxiliary schooner
where somebody appeared to be lmyacht Tabor Boy. The yacht is
i prisoned. "You will have to stay there
j manned by 15 sea scouts from the
until 3 30 p. m. unless you eat that
Academy, and is skippered by James
______________________
cereal,” said the ventriloquist, who
A Lewis of North Haven,_________
one of the
masters at Tabor, who is in charge o' Rockland Viewed a Decided Curiosity Yesterday—The then departed. Later in the day he
the trip. In the crew also is an en
_
...
saw the Proprietor,
“The next time you say you are
Owner a Ventriloquist
gineer, and one general man.
going to release anybody at 3 30 for
The Tabor Boy left Marion, Mass
Heaven's sake be present,” said the
June 24 and proceeded down Long
latter.
Island Sound to New York. The
A new and luxurious land yacht |tery ln case Mr. Armitage desires to It developed that the children had
Hudson River was then followed as came to anchor in front of the detach it.
spread the word and that about 50
far as Troy where the Erie Canal was
There are numerous grips which others gathered at the store at 3.30
entered. The yacht was de-masted Sprague house on Llmerock street
yesterday forenoon, and the stalwart
t0 see the lmPrUoned P“rty r^l^a^d
for thc trip through the canal which six-footer
who emerged from il wis
®haractrs Ml"( Armitage lmper- prom childhood. Dr Armitage has
ended at Tonawanda. N. Y . where s x footer who emerged from t was sona es. a typewriter. a radio, toilet
keenly lnteresUd in Dickensia
entry was made into Lake Erie almost immediately surrounded by a facilities and what not.
and u the fortunate possessor of sev13 After being re-rigged the yacht pro crowd of curious minded persons.
,
Armitage traveled 80.000 miles Pra, volumes of rare editions of
ceeded under sail and power through
It is barely possible that some in the car which he previously owned Dickens and fine old prints. During
Lakes Erie. Huron, and Michigan.
and has put 3000 miles onto the
residence in London he lived and
Chicago being reached on the 18th. readers do not know what a land present one.
one, traveling northward
A side trip was made to Niagara yacht is, and before going fur’her from the Pocono Mountains in Penn worked ln surroundings made famous
Palls, and stops were made ln New with this story we pause to explain sylvania. He will complete his pres by Charles Dickens.
York. Buffalo. Cleveland. Detroit and it is a split coach, built for the tourist ent tour the last of August, having “My return to Rockland today,”
he said to the reporter, "following my
at other points on the way.
meantime given his novel and amus
After a stay of probably a week at who desires to cruise by land and ing entertainment “The laughter engagements at Bar Harbor and
Chicago, where the Century of provide his own comfort in the way Barrage" in all of the leading sum Bangor, was for the sole purpose of
Progress will be the principal attrac of food, rest and recreation. A house mer hotels enroute, as he did so suc visiting the collection of a fellow
tion. the return trip will be made by car one might call it except that the cessfully at The Samoset last Mon- Dickensian, W O. Fuller, to whom a
split coach can be so "unfolded" that
letter of Introduction had been given
the same route.
it would be possible to seat 28 per day, a program that he has delivered me by a Baston friend. I have spent
sons In it and provide eating ac in all the principal countries of the two hours at Mr Puller's home and
MAN HUNT RENEWED commodations for 10. This car was world
do not hesitate to pronounce his col
Mr. Armitage was born ln Brad lection of Dickensia as one of the
------j built by the Split Coach Motor CorKnox and Lincoln Officials 'poration of York, Penn and is a ford. Yorkshire, England In America most interesting I have ever seen."
1
| •
rric
- Httle higher than the standard de- he studied in Springfield. Harvard,
kooking For Frank birein sign for the reason f,hat tht ownpr Clark and Yale. He holds the degrees
MRS GAY A MEMBER
of Warren
Frank Ouy Armitage of Babson Park. of Master of Arts and Doctor of
A legislative recess committee to
Fla., is above ordinary height, and Philosophy, is a Fellow of the Royal
Lincoln County authorities and has so much use for his valuable and Geographical Society and the Royal study the possibilities of unemploy
j volunteers, armed with gas bombs and intellectual head that he doesn't Colonial Institute and a member of ment Insurance and report to the next
legislature has been named by Gover
i rifles, yesterday revived the man hunt care to imperil It by a low ceiling several learned societies.
I of which Frank Sirein, 51. was the Tlie car has a name of course Had- ' During the war he served with the nor Brann.
object some weeks ago. following his don Hall. There Ls no Dorothy Ver- Canadian forees and received the The nominees: Senators Herbert E.
alleged shooting of Albert Sulin. a non connected with it. but It is bare- BritLsh decoration of the Military Holmes of Lewiston and Maude Clark
high school boy, the night of March ly possible that the famous novel mav Crass at the hands of King George in Gay of Waldoboro, and Representa
have inspired Mr Armitage to thus Buckingham Palace. Todav, when tives Philias J. Morin of Brunswick,
28.
not actively engaged in making peo- James P Quine of Biuigor and Clinton
Sirein, alias Frank Maki, alias designate his land yacht.
The car has nine windows, excel- i pie forget their troubles through the T. Goudy of South Portland.
Frank Hill, eluded the posses on his
trail at the time and no word lent ventilation, is lined with tapes- medium of laughter. Dr Armitage
| of his whereabouts had been received try, has a silver ceiling, a blue velour Is Professor of Economics in a well YOUR FAVORITE POEM
beauty rest mattress, two bunks, a known college.
] since.
As a ventriloquist he has had some
If I had to live my life again I would
Thursday ..ght, however, authori kitchenette, ice box. three stoves
made a rule to read some poetry
ties received word he had appeared at (gasoline, kerosene and electric) and delightful and amusing experiences, have
and listen to some music at least once
lots
of
other
things
that
go
to
make
On
hLs
way
to
Rockland
he
stopped
a farm house near Waldoboro. Search
a week
The loss of these tastes Is a
I of the farm failed to reveal the it home, sweet home, for the oc- in a store where modern refrigerators loss of happiness —Charles Darwin.
quarry, but the search went forward cupant. The car is lighted from the are sold. Approaching one of them, j
A PSALM OF LIFE
batteries of the Ford 8 which hauls it. where .several children were standing,
with renewed vigor yesterday.
Sulin. thc victim of Slrein's al and there Ls also an emergency bat- he threw his voice into the interior! Tell me not. In mournful numbers.
Life Is but sn empty dreamt
leged attack, was only slightly
For the soul ls dead that slumbera.
wounded. Authorities who went to
And things are not what they seem.
| Sireln’s camp to arrest him at the
Life
Is real! Lhc ls earnest I
j time were greeted with gun fire.
And the grave Is not Its goal:
Sirein escaped, while the officers were
Dust thou art. to dir,- returnest.
held at bay, burning hLs camp be
Was not spoken of th- soul.
hind him.
Adjutant and Mrs. Albert Wilbur,
Not
enjoyment, and not soi-ow.
Knox County authorities are also
Is our destined end or way:
who have been In charge of the local
maintaining a sharp lookout.
But to act. that each tomorrow
Salvation Army affairs the past
Find us farther than today
Private Piano Lessons 50c year, are "farewelllng" tomorrow,
Art ls long, and Time Is fleeting.
Advanced, Junior, Kindergarten
And our hearts, though stout and
having been transferred to Sanford,
brave.
Demonstration l<esson Free
a town considerably larger than
Still, like muffled drums, are beating
By Appointment
Funeral
marches to the grave.
Rockland which has a large and
Class Lessons, 25c
active Corps.
In the world's broad field of battle.
In the bivouac of Life.
Call Miss Lamb, 1018-M
The Wilburs leave for their new
Be not like dumb, driven cattle!
ROCKLAND, ME.
86-87 tome next Wednesday and wijl b:
Be a hero ln the strife!
succeeded here on that day by En
Trust no Future, howe'er pleasant!
sign Larconib and wife who come
Let the dead Past bury Its dead!
Act.—«ct ln the living Present!
from Haverhill. Mass. Ensign LarHeart within, and Ood o'erhead!
comb is an expert musician.
Grateful for the hospitality and
Lives of great men all remind us
We can make our lives sublime.
friendliness extended to them dur
And. departing, leave behind us
ing their stay the Wilburs leave
Teacher of Violin
Footprints on the sands of time;—
Rockland regretfully. No better
Pupil of Best Masters in Europe tribute could be paid to their efforts
Footprints, that perhapa another.
and America
Sailing o'er life's solemn main.
in this vicinity than that bestowed
A forlorn and shipwrecked brother.
Will teach in Rockland each
by Major Charles Trew of Portland
Seeing, shall take heart again.
at the Inspection three weeks ago.
Wednesday, at
Let us. then, be up and doing.
He found everything in flrst class
DR. BARTLETT'S OFFICE
With a heart for any fate:
order and complimented the officials
Still
achieving still puraulhg.
41 Limerock Street, Rockland
highly. Tlie Wilburs, by the wav State but Rhode Island. Rockland
Learn to labor and to wait.
84’lt*87S80
is
sorry
to
have
them
go.
—Henry Wadsworth Longfellow.
have been in every New England

pelier for Colorful Ceremonies of Birthday Observance

The FIRST NATIONAL BANK of ROCKLAND
ROCKLAND, MAINE
TO THE PUBLIC:

The First National Bank of Rock
land, a member of the Federal Reserve
System, will commence business

TUESDAY,
JULY 25
I
z
with a paid in Capital and Surplus of
$300,000.00. This stock is widely dis

tributed among 908 subscribers, all of
whom should be interested in the future
of the new bank.
Under the Banking Act of 1933,
signed by the President June 16, the

Common Stock of this bank, as well as
the Preferred Stock, is non-assessable.
Both old and new customers are
cordially invited to avail themselves of
the facilities of the new bank.

MAINE AIR TRANSPORT CO., Inc.

WE DO NOT SERVE BEER

Rockland. Maine

AT: :

“THE LIFE SAVER

A LAND YACHT COMES

DAILY PLANE SERVICE TO ISLANDS
NEW RATES AND SCHEDULE
EFFECTIVE AUGUST FIRST
LEAVE ROCKLAND 7.00 A. M.
12.00 NOON
5.00 P. M.
DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME
LEAVE VINALHAVEN

tf

While we approve of beer in its proper plare, we do not believe the
place for it is at our tea room catering to ladies, gentlemen and
children.

NORTH HAVEN

8.00 A. M.
RATES

1.00 P. M.

5.15 P. M.

One Way Round Trip Special

Plan To Eat at “The Life Saver”

$2.00
2.00
5.00
5.00
1.50

$3.00
3.00
9.00
Rockland to Isiesboro ........
9.00
Vinaihaven to North Haven
3.00
3.00
North Haven to Vinaihaven
1.50
7.00
Vinaihaven to Stonington
4.00
4.00
North Haven to Stonington
7.00
Round Trip Tickets Must Be Used Same Day
Other stops ln conjunction with the regular run

Rockland to Vinaihaven
Rockland to North Haven
Rockland to Stonington

We Serve a Lunch or Full Course Dinner
Daily We Have Special Dinners from 25c to 7 5c

The Life Saver Restaurant and Luncheonette
WARREN. MAINE, TELEPHONE 9011-2
ON ROUTE U. S. NO. 1

* each

Rockland to Matinicus........................... $10.00
Rockland to Isle au Haut __
6.00
Rockland to Eagle Island _ ________
4.00
Charter trips ran be arranged between regular trips
at the rate of $45.00 perihour
/

SOLD OUT
LAST NIGHT

WILL

$10.00

10.00
18.00

15.00
12.00
12.00
18.00
18.00

each

$5.00
$4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
3.00
to other points

87-90

REPEAT

Adelyn Bushnell’s Play of Maine Life

“GRAM”
WITH

ADELYN BUSHNELL
and

MARSHALL BRADFORD
NEXT MONDAY, JULY 24

TELEPHONE 61

g

PROMPT SERVICE

ROCKLAND
AUTO SUPPLY
CO.
75 PARK STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

(Opposite Gulf Filling Station)

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

WATTS HALL, THOMASTON
Tickets, 50c plus tax and 35c
McDonald’s Drug Store, Thomaston
Auspices Thomaston Nursing Association

Everything For The Automobile

WILBURS ARE “FAREWELLING”

Mme.
Florence Mascicka

I

The Courier-Gazette

Every-Other-Day
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CARNIVAL’S TRIUMPHANT CLOSE

MADE A TRIPLE PLAY!

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
1 J.

I will say of the Lord, he is my
refuge and my fortress: my God; ln
him will I trust.—Psalms 91:2.

Crowd Sees Sensational Mile Paced By Billy Strathmore— Sensational Feature Helps St. George Win Game Which

Gov. Brann and Representative Moran Present

Meant the Championship

TO THE DEPOSITORS of the

The second day of Rockland's patrons in all parts of the park kept
unusual triple, at that. It will be
talked over many times tn the stove
chanty benefit carnival at Knox Trot in close touch with the progress ol
THE CHAMPIONSHIP PURSE
league next winter.
ting Park was decidedly more suc events. The summary:
Rockland annexed Its second score i
2.21 Trot and Pace
A recent allusion in this column to cessful as to attendance, and every
Volunteer, J. H Randall 4 2 11
1
The rash prize of $55 given by
in the ninth. Ogier singled; Stew- [
. Ha.: A W Drake
112 2 2
the seaweed product of our local body was enthusiastic over the after
an unknown donor to the cham
art died to Simmons; Ogier scored:
RUI» McKlyo, 8 J Luce 2 3 4 3 r.o.
coasts has brought a communication noon's events, which provided un Emma C. C. H Emerson 3 4 3 4 r.o.
pions of the first half of the
on Dimick's single, but the latter
J
S.
nab
:
D
W
OT0TM
5
5
5
r
o.
split season in the Knox and
was forced out on Chaples. grounder. j
from that talented writer of "feature I end... entertainment for about six
Time. 2 16««. 2J0««. 215’« 2.16. 2.21.
Linroln Twilight league will be
An infield error gave Robbins life at
stories,” Alfred Elden, in which he j hours
2.28 Trot and Pace
first, and with two down Carter flied j
awarded to St. George at Com
It was
Hanover.
VadaHu5(
Clukey
21124
2 11
it
was "Governor's
uovernors Dav"
ua\ and
ana Hls,
nis Dr
Hfnr>
. sllk Carl
,
says: *
munity Park next Thursday
to the invincible Monaghan.
night during the game between
Aside from the triple play the out- j
"Didn't your Rockland Plastic. Inc . I Excellency Gov. Louis J. Brann ar- j CaUzmet Bassett,
St. George and Rockland which
standing feature of the game was!
perform extensive experiments down ) rived in the middle of the festivities calumet Butterfly. Henry
r°
the marvelous one-hand catch made 1
marks the opening of the sec
on Tillson's Wharf for several years: t0 lend his approval to the occasion, Jordan
3 4 3 3 ro
by White on Fowler’s liner. It
ond half of the season.
handling
. a most cordial
. , greeting
Time. 2 lfl3,.Free
2 is1For
,. 2.19',,
2.18*2. 2 22
(usnuuiig kelp
atip.’’ I1 called
wura on
uu them
uiciii 1 an(.j t0 rewlve
All
robbed the latter of an almost cer
once, but they said they had not proBrann cante Forrest H Bllly str»thmo". J. h Randait 1 1
tain hit.
gressed far enough to give out a story. wnn Mr Brann came rorresi
, Rina McKlyo. Chaa. Stevens
2 2
The Concluding Games
Mealey was in too form in center-1
I wonder tf they are still going or Bond of Jefferson, who is chairman sister Napoleon. Harold Burgess 3 3
This afternoon at 3 o'clock St field, and made four fine catches,
have they gone out of business. I , of the Executive Council, and Mr
““dde' william °NeveL
George plays Thomaston at Comcontributing the double which i
think this was the only real recent Deering of the State auditor's departTime, 2 12',. 2 os*,, 2 ioj.
munity Park, and Sunday afternoon
d the
for Rockland-S flrst]
Names Race
attempt ever made to my knowledge
4
•
X*
A
r.
A
...
V*
A«
•
—
*
A
A
»»(*
...
...I
at the same hour Camden plays score. Third_ _base was well
* Noontime. Ina Clukey _________
handled
to utilize our Maine coast seaweeds ment.
Thomaston
there.
The
first
three
by both White and Gatti.
was met at Frank Abbe. John
,H. R Dyer
commercially. I had quite an exten . The Governor's rparty
j
nights of next week will be devoted The score:
slve yam in the Boston Transcript the entrance by Mayor Richardson, coqueteiia * Colt. Henry ciukey
to playing off the postponed games
St. George
once about how not only Maine but and escorted to a box in the grandTlme 2 l8’* 2 22'*- 221'*
which have been accruing during the
ab r bh tb po a
a±'. *andby theRoeklandBandandB.il
Erst
half
of
the
split
season.
The
2 2
Ricker, ss ....
The Track Meet
ln its neglect of its abundant sea
second
half
opens
Thursday.
July
27.
1 15
Davidson, lb
Thanks especially to 8. L. Cullen.
weeds Of course a lot of it is used tery E of the Coast Artillery Corps
with St. George playing Rockland at' Archer c
2 4
by fanners for fertilizer and they under the command of Capt. R. F who arranged all of the details the Commun'ty Park.
M stmmons 2b
haul it from late fall right through Saville. It had been preceded there tracJc meet Thursday afternoon was a
• • •
•
Westberg. p .
most
successful
affair,
and
about
all
the winter.
by Representative Moran and memThe League Standing
White. 3b
of the records for that track under
"My old friend Luther Maddocks . „ ,
, ...
Themathematical chance of de- I. Simmons, cf
of Boothbay was the pioneer, when bers of the
went revision.
The hero of the occasion was R Ol- feating St. George has been removed. Iowell. lf. rf ..... 4
ln 1869 he ran the Algae Fertilizer j In presenting the speakers Mayor
2
Co, utilizing cooked, ground-up sea- Richardson took occasion to thank son- Bowdoin. who piloted the Rock- and Manager Rawley's gallant team Ma:kie. rf
weeds He sold this successfully for everybody who had co-operated in land Hlgh 801,001
team a year wins the championship for the flrst Monaghan, lf .... 1
------------- — —
ago He won
the javelin
throw,
discus half of the split season. It look
—
.........
—
33 6 10 12 27 13
throw and shot-put. and is believed as though the teams might finish in
Rockland
Plastic. Inc., converted the devil's
Representative Moran, commenting to have broken the State Javelin rec-' the order below given, but Rockland
ab r bh tb po a e
apron into insulators for high ten- upon the community spirit, said: "It ord when he hove that implement will have to win in order to hold
0
Oattl. 3b .......... 4
third place. The standing:
slon wires, plates that could be shows how our people can get to- 170 feet and one-quarter inch.
4
W L P C Mealey, cf .......... 4
Knox and Lincoln schoolboys came
washed in boiling water without in- gether when the need arises. We arc
I
3
.785 Fowler, lf .......... 4
Jury, tool handles so hard that a cold going to have payrolls instead of re- ln for • goodly share of the awards St. Oeorge ................. 11
1
6
.571 Ogier. «» ............ 4
Waldoboro
I
chisel could not nick them and also j uef rolls. shortly." he added PratsThe £ummar>'
10
9
4011 Stewart, lb ....... 4
6
into a soap that had an affinity for mg Oov. Brann for his efforts to obJavelin throw—Won by Olsen. Bow- Rockland
0
8
383 Flanagan,rf . .. 2
5
grease. Japan. China. Malaysia and tain Federal relief he said: "Nobody doin; second. Bicknell. U of M.; third. Camden
0
8
.333 Dimick. rf ..............2
4
Ceylon have long exploited their sea- could do better. Rest assured that he Keene, Fcrdham. Winning throw, Thomaston
1
Chaples. 2b
week resources. The Japs on the is getting all that is coming to this 170 ft. U inch.
I
Robbins, c
__
Broad jump—Won by Reed. Lincoln
Waldoboro 5. Iloekland 3
Pacific coast also handle a lot. Nova state."
0
Carter, p ...
Very soon." said Gov. Brann. "mat- Academy: second. Ricker. HuntingScotia has a big seaweed industry."
Fighting for second place. Rock
ters
of
a
charitable
nature
are
going
lon
*
third.
Simmons,
Lincoln
Acadland made a most dirappointlnz
34 2 7 9 24 10 1
What Mr. Elden writes of the Till
to be superseded by the return to a em>' Winning jump. 20 ft. 11 in.
showing at Community Park Thurs- gt Oeorge
2 0 1 0 1 2 0 0 x—6
son wharf activities throws us back state of economic stability. America
Shot put-Won by Olsen. Bowdoin; day night. Chummy Gray, wild at the Re<.kiand
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1—2
several years to that time when for a has turned its corner, and before long second- Greenlaw. M. I. T.; third, Mc- beginning, eventually fanned 16 Two-base hits. Archer. Mealey,
little bit. such of our people as knew it will be evidenced in every area in Cloud. Camden High. Winning put, Waidcboreans. and pitched one ot ftewart Bases on balls, off West2 ofI Cart,r 2 struck out. by
that something was going on. har- '^diatp Ju“u™e ”” th^Sute1"*'
Hlgh Jump—Won by Fuller. Lincoln the best games of the season, but
the team behind him lacked punch we«tberg 3. bv Carter 7. Triole play,
bored a hope that some sort of suewhile these brief speeches were be- , Academy; second. Clunie, Lincoln when hits would have meant vie- Davison. White and Ricker. Urncess, any sort, would issue from it. ing made the Sportagraph Company Academy; third. Keene, Fordham. ton'. and was guilty of several sins pir„
Wood lock and
Wil'lams.
The promoters would give out no in- of New England was making motion
he‘g^’ ®
{‘‘‘I?of omission one of which land it has gjon,,. Winslow.
__
nictiirpi 2000 frpt of which (incliiri—
Di-cus tnron—Won o\ (^Lscn, Bou - been noticeable all season* was the
"
....
formation for newspaper use. Then ,ng titles,*
eventuallv
seen on doln; second. Keene. Fordham; third, failure to back up a player on a g( George and Camden play a
one day things stopped; nobody knew the local screen. Charles Odell, the Oreeniaw. M. I. T. Winning throw, thrown ball. Rockland could well postponed game in Camden next i
why. But the seaweed continues to president, personally superintended
.11 1 lnafford to study St. George's methods Tuesday night.
yard dash inot timed)—Won by tn that respect.
_ __________
luxuriate. Perhaps some day a cun the making of these pictures
Battery E of Rockland and Battery K,for-f- Fordham; second. Greenlaw.
Two of Waldoboro's runs came in
STRAND
THEATRE
ning citizen of China or Japan will F of Thomaston, comprising the Sec- r
third, Reed. Lincoln Acad- the flrst inning on a walk. Bogg
stray in and show us what to do ond BattaUon of the 240th C. A. regisacrifice, singles by Kuhn and Clark
“It's Great To Be Alive" will be
____
220 yard dash—Won by Keene. and two wild pitches. Two more
ment______________
gave a military____
drill____
and___
forwith lt.
mai guard mount under the command Fordham; second, Oreeniaw. M I T.; were added in the third, when tha: shown Monday. The story revolves
of Major Ralph W. Brown. This third. Carlton. Camden High. Win- faithful young second baseman. Gay about the possibility of all the men
DOING THE FAIR THING
proved very interesting to the crowd ning time. 23 sec.
got tangled up with Burns' grounder of the world being removed—except
and won the official approval of Gov
One mile run Won by Bruno Waldoboro made onlv one more run.
for one who at the moment, is a castIn periods such as our own State in Brann as commander ot the State's Mazzeo. Rockland; second. Frank but did not need that, thanks to
Mazzeo.
Rockland;
third.
Sails.
Harv

th"
J
away
on a desert island. The millions
Rockland's
faculty
of
hitting
common with others has been passing nhhtary forces..
ard. Time. 4 min. 49 sec.
ball into the diamond. If at all.
of women all over the globe, realiz
through, one becomes familiarized
The vaudeville fc’at’ures of the CarGray's triple and Gay's single ing that here is an alarming situation,
wlth the adverse criticisms launched, nival developed the fact that there is THE REPEAL PARADE gave Rockland its first run in the set about to rectify it. What actually
third inning No more came until thc
often in the loosest fashion, upon much Juvenile talent ln this locality
This morning's bulletins say that ninth when singles by Fowler and occurs is said to be the basis for more
Wednesday's
program
was:
men and institutions which prevail
Oregon has voted for repeal. 55.000 to Mealey and Oatti's double brought hilarity than has been seen ln many
Alfred Chapman.Buck Dance; Marbeing the 20th State to take tn two Gray was out, Boggs to a month.
ing conditions have brought into the garet Winslow. Bowery Sketch "Down 35.000.stand
and
The romantic atmosphere of Vienna
glare of publicity. Upon no other by the Winegar Woiks; Dorothy Tib- Tenne>ssec
glven 8ubstantlal wel Kuhn, but Gav walked and there with its period drawing rooms, and
-------- —
---------—to—be-1
Doodle Tap Dance, majorities. Colorado is to have a were men on second and third when graceful, artistic settings features
citizen
of---------Maine,---we venture
liewe. has such a mass of this form of „,J“d
special election Sept. 6. and 36 States Dimick disappointed the crowd by "The Kiss Before the Mirror." Tues
chrest. Bowery Waltz Clog; Margaret will have acted before thc end of the fanning for the third out.
day. In an authentic manner, the reFor Waldoboro Ralph Brewer and flnemept of the European social capi
comment been directed as upon Wal- Winslow. Spanish Tap; Sonia Corner ycar.
Boggs did some classv work in tal has been transferred to the screen
ter S. Wyman. We are interested in Dutch Dance; Alfred Chapman. “Ups
around the pivot sack, white for | through the art direction of Charles
the recent tribute paid to that man and Downs of a Beil Hop;" Margaret
NEWS OF THE FLYERS Rcckland Oatti and Stewart ’ere , D.
, ,
... _ . . _
_ Winslow. Egyptian Oriental AcroHall, noted for his sets in "AU
of large public affairs by Henry F.
Dance
outstanding.
*
Quiet on the Western Front." "FrankThe flying Mollisons took off from
The score:
Merrill. We suppose there is no busiAmong the vaudeville features
i enstein" and other memorable films.
Waldoboro
ness man of Portland whose charac- Thursday afternoon was the appear- Wales this morning, and are expect
The courtroom, actual in size, ls a
ab r bh tb po a T replica of one of the halls of justice
ance
of'
the
Rockland
Harmonica
ed
to
arrive
in
New
York
Sunday
ter stands higher, or whose business 1 Band, directed by Mrs. Sanborn. Its , night. They will then recross thc R. Brewer, ss
3 2 2 3 3 3
. in another Continental city of that
INCOME TAX RETURNS
0 2
3 n
Boggs. 2b .....
judgment is more valued, than that, appearance was deferred until Oov. ocean.
0 section of Europe Hall works large0
8
4
1
Burns,
c
........
of Henry Merrill, who in his capacity Brann’s arrival and gained from him
The Lindberghs arc still fogbound
ly
from
deta
’
.
ed
photographs
of
his
Wwf
Made Bv 596 |n Knox County
3 10
4 1
Kuhn, lb .....
as chairman of the general deposi- j enthusiastic approval.
: *n_Pabl?dor ,,
, , ,
°l subjects, coupled with his first hand
21g £„ jjnoin County
ol
1 1
4 •
“
....
The Italian flyers expect to leave Clark. 3b
knowledge of thc world’s archltec____
tors committee for bank reorganiza
o|
4
1
Benner, cf
The Thursday Races
New York Monday.
ture.
His
results
are
said
to
vary
were
i7
02« persons in Maine
0
4
0
M. Brewer, rf
tion has just publicly stated that his
A state of excitement pervaded thc
little from the originals, so expert is
b the Treasury Department
2 0
■Young, lf
study of the banking conditions the stands when the free for all entries
his skill. "The Kiss Before the Mir-,rcporlea oy
i ,, ._____ _
2 0
Hiltdn. lf ....
ror" features Nancy Carroll.-adv « havlng nled lndlvldual ‘ncomc
past four months has convinced him canie on,° the track for their second
3 a
Anderson, p
tax returns for the calendar year
.h.t
heat, as the word had been passed
that there had been nothing but
„uly 8trathmore would
33 5 6 8 ‘26 11 1 Race-horses do not eat the day be 1931. on w-nten payments were made
honesty and efficiency in the man- j for a new track record. In the first
Rorkland
fore the race, according to a maga last year. For 1930 returns numbered
agement of the banks, adding that I heat the bay gelding had logged 2.12.‘«
17288.
ab
r
bh
tb
po
a
zine
article. And often we do not Taxes paid last year by individuals
“all the injurious talk and propa I but r.obody needed to be told that
Gay.
2b
Henry Clukey. the driver, was just in
cat for days after the race.—Atlanta in the State amounted to $1,611,077
FOR NIGHT WORK
ganda that has been going around is dulging in a little pastime.
Dimick. rf
for 1931, while payments for the year
Constitution.
Ogier.
8s
just plain rot.
Signalizing Walter
But when the second heat began it
at
of 1930 were $1928.837.
1
16
Robbins,
c
........
4
S. Wyman as the "victim of much was apparent he meant business, for
The Internal Revenue Bureau an
2 1
Fowler, lf .
Billy Strathmore drew rapidly away
nounced these statistics concerning
recent abuse," Mr. Merrill expressed from the field, doing the first quarter
Mealey, cf
returns filed this ycar:
Stewart, lb
the view—a view everywhere shared in 33 seconds, the half in 1.04'», tne
WARREN, ME.
Knox. 596
Gatti.
3b
ln by those competent to judge—that three-quarters in 1.36 and the mile in
85-87
Gray, p
Camden. 127; Rockland. 316; Rock
2.06
’
1,
the
last
quarter
being
a
2.01
“Mr Wyman has done more to help
port. 26; St. George. 10; Thomaston,
clip. The mile was three seconds
Union 6; vinalhaven, 10; War35 3 13 16 27 9 1 Old stamps wanted on envelopes. 7,._____
industry and put people to work than faster than that done by Don Vernon
-------------------------------------JTtT”
postmarked before 1880. Envelopes rcn j3
• Gay hit bv batted ball
any other citizen of the State."
in breaking the record Wednesday,
Waldoboro
20210000 0—5 sent from Callfhmia before 1870
Iincoln 218
With the gradual straightening out and is only three seconds slower than
Rcckland ...... 00100000 2—3 Decorated Civil War envelopes Do Boothbay, 20; Boothbay Harbor,
of conditions in thc various com the State record made by Single G.
Kuhn,
i
not
remove
stamps
from
envelopes.
Two-base hits, R Brewer
at Lewiston. Billy Strathmore's per
Gattt. Three-base hit. Grav Bares Old Gold Bought. Nuggets, key-; 52; Bristol, 7; Waldoboro, 24; Wis
munities there is bound to be an formance was all the more remark
on
balls, off Anderson 2. off Gray 1 wind watches, gold coins, chains, den- casset, 26.
accompanying readjustment both of able ln view of the fact that the
Hancock 645
Btruck out. by Andzrron 5. bv Gray tai gold. etc.
individual and mass opinion. People track was not in condition for a record
16. Sacrifice hits. Bog4,.. Dimick. Letters and documents signed by Bar Harbor. 215; Blue Hill. 16;
mile and the wind was adverse. Specialize en Chimes and French Double plays. R. Brewer and Kuhn; prominent men Washington. Lin Bucksport. 81; Deer Isle. 7; Ellsworth,
mostly mean to do the fair thing.
Clocks
Clukey got an ovation from the
R. Brewer. Boggs and Kuhn. Um coln, Poe, etc.
99; Gouldsboro, 7; Mount Desert, 80;
All Work Guaranteed
stands and jailbirds, and deserved lt.
pires. Williams and Brackett. Scorer. I N Currier, and Currier & Ives pic Stonington, 18.
FDR TIIE YOUNG FOLKS
Formerly employed by C. E. Morse Winslow.
Billy Strathmore has a mile track rec
tures wanted.
Jeweler
ord of 2 04. and is owned by J. H.
• • • •
I pay cash and will call anywhere. "Eliza." said a friend of the family
Now Located al
Randall of Harrison, with Henry Clu
St. George 6, Rorkland 2
87’lt
The daily Bible schools that have key as trainer. Hts achievement
Hl'STON-TUTTLE BOOK STOKE
to the old colored washwoman, "have
The game which finally decided
404 Main Street
Rockland the championship in St. George's
been conducted by thc two churches Thursday was thc big feature of the
you seen Miss Edith's fiance?"
of the city arc a note of particular carnival race meet, and will be the , _ _
favor was played in that town last
"No, ma’am. It ain't been ln thc
night, and found Rockland facing
significance to the vacation period, topic of thc turf fans for months to
wash
yet.”—Annapolis Log.
come.
BLUEBERRY
a losing proposition from the start
which sees the younger folk released
In each of two other races five heats
The
visitors
presented
a
real
threat
STATIONS
from thc restraint of the familiar were necessary. One of these was thc
in the seventh inning, only to have
FOR BOSTON MARKET
schoolroom. The Bible school course 2.21 class, in which Lou Hall, owned
their aspirations killed by a triple
THOMASTON
—
3
GILCHRIST
Is a brief one, but the things of it by A W. Drake of Albion, captured
play.
STREET
thc flrst two heats. He did thc sec
Yes sir, a triple plav! It was the
arc of the wholcsomcst character and ond heat in 2.10')i, and thereby low
WARREN—LIFE SAVER CABINS
FRIDAY, JULY 28, 1933
first
that had been pulled since I
impossible to over-value in their ered his record. But Lou Hall reck WALDOBORO — WALDOBORO the Twilight League was estab
DOG SHOW
BOAT RACES
ARCHERY
GARAGE
FORTUNE TELLING
CURIOS
relation to the mind of thc impres oned without the Clukey trained Vol
lished.
and
the
delight
of
thc
home
;
DAMARISCOTTA—HALL’S
VAUDEVILLE
MIDWAY
fans when they saw their favorites!
sionable age. Goodness know’s that unteer. which captured the next three
GARAGE
heats and long end of the purse.
SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS for CHILDREN—DANCING AT NIGHT
suddenly released from a bad pre-!
there are things unnumbered set for
Leave at 8 P. M.
Five heats were also necessary ln
FAIR HELD ON BISCAY BARN GROUNDS
dicament knew no bounds. Hap
the attraction of youth into ques the 2.28 class, where Henry Silk,
PINE TREE TRANSFER pened this way.
Follow Route No. 1 to Damariscotta Fair Grounds, Then Follow
Biscay Bam Signs
87*88
tionable ways. They have taken the owned by Carl Huse of Bangor took
THOMASTON, ME.
Simmons
fumbled
Stewart's [
85‘87
grounder just long enough for that!
Bible away from the public schools, the flrst two heats. Dr. Hanover,
entered by Vada Clukey, took the next
player to reach the base which he j
where Indeed its perfunctory employ three heats, thc fastest heat being
so ably guards for Rockland. Chaples]
ment rendered it of doubtful value; 215',.
was a patient waiter and walked.]
Work Done Anywhere
The named race, which was two
but these vacation schools open a
So did Robbins, and there you were I
PROMPT SERVICE
with every sack oceupl-ed. and none j
channel for those teachings upon the heats out of three, was won by Noon
time. which was obliged to yield one Water pipes repaired and rrlaid. down. The climax came so sudden
growth of which depends the coun of thc three to Gee Whiz.
Inside and out, digging includ ly that the crowd did not realize it]
try's future. We hold no brief for
The races were well handled by C. ed. Pipes wired out. Sewers dug, for a few seconds. Carter hit a
the Bible, lt doesn't need one; but all A Steward of Pittsfield as starter. laid out and cleaned when plugged. vicious low liner to first and David
history tcaches us that the closer thc i T1,e .iu^8cs were G. Milton Hatch ot Cesspools dug and rocked, and sep son made a shoestring catch. Touch
' Farmington, widely known as a turl
nations of thc world line up with the writer, and P. E. Woodbury of Dam- j tic tanks. Shallow cellars dug deep ing the bag he doubled Robbins.
er. Floors cemented and walls re He then shot the ball across thc
injunctions of it, the sooner will they arlscotta The timers were Robert paired. Cellars whitewashed. Lawn diamond to White hoping to catch
experience on earth peace, good will M. McKinley of Union. H. H. Buzzell
Dimick. but the latter was too quick
work, etc.
for him. and White threw to second
toward men. Let the boys and girls of Belfast, and G. D. Oliver of New- 1
S. E. Eaton
castle. P. T. Harriman of Union act- ,
in time to catch Chaples. Triple
have these Daily Bible Schools. ed as clerk. The public address sys TEL. 1187-Y
ROCKLAND. ME. I plays
are rarely seen in amateur ^Brarafajzjzjgfziajafzfarajajagizfflaiarazraraziaaaaazraarazjai
87
’
lt
They'll be the better for it.
tem was used very satisfactorily and I
'baseball, and this one was a very
MORE ABOUT SEAWEED

ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK
A first dividend of 50^ of the deposits of the Rockland
National Bank, except those which have been set off
against loans, has been declared by the Conservator.
This dividend will be paid through The First National
Bank of Rockland beginning July 25, 1933, and any time
thereafter.
In order to obtain this dividend, depositors should
present themselves at the bank during banking hours and
sign a Schedule of Claim which has been made for each
depositor. This Schedule of Claim, when properly signed,
entitles the depositor to a dividend order, which will be
honored by the new bank in cash or by deposit in the new
bank, at the option of the depositor, or, the depositor may
draw part cash and make a deposit for the balance.

In the tase of savings deposits, the depositor should
present the savings book with the dividend order.
Every effort has been made by the Conservator and
the bank officials and employes to arrange for the pay
ment of this first dividend with as little confusion as pos
sible.
As it is quite probable that many people may come
to the bank at the same time, the Conservator requests
depositors to be patient while the formalities required by
the Comptroller’s office are being complied with.

The Conservator wishes to take this opportunity to
thank all the depositors, customers, and all who have been
helpful, for their remarkable spirit of forbearance and
assistance throughout the past trying period.

WEAVERS
WANTED

Georges Woolen Mill

STAMPS

W. J. TAIT
Expert Watch and
Clock Maker

Collector, P. 0. Box 309
Rockland

BISCAY CHARITY FAIR

HOMER E. ROBINSON, Conservator.

HAVE YOU SEEN?
T he reconditioned used cars that wc now have in
stock arc offered at thc lowest prices ever known.
If you are considering buying or exchanging your old
car for a car of later model it's going to pay you to
come in and look these cars over before purchasing
elsewhere.

Below is a partial list of thc cars wc have to offer
you.
1931
FORD SPORT ROADSTER
1931

PONTIAC CUSTOM SEDAN

1929

REO SEDAN

1929

BUICK SEDAN

1930

PONTIAC SEDAN

19 30

HUDSON EIGHT SEDAN

1927

SEVEN PASSENGER SEDAN

1932

PONTIAC CONVERTIBLE COUPE

1931

HUDSON EIGHT COUPE

1932

PONTIAC SEDAN

1931

PONTIAC STD. COUPE

1931

PONTIAC SPT. COUPE

1931

OLDSMOBILE SEDAN

Wrecking Service
Body and Fender Work Painting

BUICK and PONTIAC
Parts

and

Service

C. W. HOPKINS
712 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

TEL. 1000

WHEN DECIDING TO BUY ELECTRIC REFRIGERATION
SHOP AROUND—SEE THEM ALL
And then let us show you the
NEW KELVINATORS AND LEONARDS *
We also specialize In Commercial Refrigeration Equipment
Meat Coolers, Beer Coolers, Milk Coolers, Ice Cream Cabinets,
Soda Fountains

G. A. LAWRENCE, Inc.
492 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

TEL. 260-W
75-90

Every-Othir-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, July 22, 1933

TALK OF THE TOWN

Yesterday's static took the Joy out
of the radio.

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
William Rounds, home from Bow
July 24—Thomaston Repeat perform doin for the summer vacation, is read
ance of "Oram,” auspices Thomaston ing law in the office of Alan L. Bird.
Nursing Association.
July 25—Birthday of Gen. Henry Knox.
July 26 Field day of Stonington Lions ' Yesterday’s rain was much needed
Club at Open Harbor Camp. West Ston
for the extremely dusty roads, and for
ington.
July 26—Rockport - Methodist Ladles the vegetable gardens which are about
Aid Midsummer Fair
to repay the owners with bountiful
July 26—Rockland Oarden Club meets crops.
with Mrs W O. Fuller. Beech street.
_____
July 27-28—Camden Opera House.
Miss Louise McIntosh is having her
"Henry's Wedding,' auspices CamdenRockport Lions Club.
annual vacat.on from the office of A
July 28 — Warren — Mystic Rebekahs (3. MeLoon & Co.'s lobster department,
present
musical comedy,
"Breezing
and is spending part of it in Hal
Along."
July 28—Camden—Sons of Union Vet lowell.
erans Auxiliary fair at Grange hall.
Aug 1—Annual held day of the Knox
With boarders on the list summer
County Eastern Star Field Day Associa
•Conditions at the county's hotel on
tion at Penobscot View Grange hall.
Aug
2- Rockport—Midsummer Fair, Limerock street are about normal.
Baptist Ladles circle
Aug 6—Camden—Utica Jubilee Sing Two of the inmates are received on
ers at the First Congregational Church Lincoln County's account.
Aug. Ik Owl's Head—Church fair and
supper.
The flnal hearing in the matter ot
Aug. 10-12—Rockport—Carnival and
the Rockland National Bank prior to
Regatta.
Aug.
12—Llmerock Valley Pomona the opening of the First National Bank
Orange holds field meeting with Penob of Rockland ls called for Monday at
scot View Orange at Glencove
8 a. m. ln Portland before Judge Clar
Aug. 21-24—Eastern Maine Fair. Ban
ence Hale of the United States Dis
gor.
Aug
28—Thirteenth annual State trict Court.
field meeting of Knox Academy of Arts
and Sciences at Knox Arboretum
Aug 24—Rockland Oarden Club an I Word has been received here of the
‘ death of Mabel, wife of Howard H
nual flower show.
Sept. 2—Eleventh annual fair of 81m- , Taylor, in Omaha, Neb., July 14.
nnton Community Association
'Death occurred at the Lord Lister
Sept 4-9—All Maine Fair. Lewiston.
Hospital. Mrs. Taylor made many
Sept. 11—Special State election.
8ept. 26-28—North Knox Fair. Union. friends in this vicinity while here dur
Oct 3-5—Lincoln County Fair, Dam ing 1927-28 while her husband was
ariscotta
,
employed by the Burrell Company
Oct. 10-12—Topsham Fair

during the construction of the Thom
aston cement plant.
WEATHER
It's a dampish $prt of morning, to In judgc Dwinai s court Thursbegin with, the left-over of yester- j d*y Llewellyn Mank. 21. was found
day’s rain, which growers of things guilty of attempting to syphon gasotell us was greatly needed, and that uDe (rom a motor car not his own
indeed there ought to be lots more ot property, and was sentenced to the
it. A number of things stand out as Mens Reformatory at South Windunusual this present summer. Have ham. He appealed and furnished
you noticed the mosquitoes? People I ban. Woodrow Bradford of Cushwho have a faculty of noticing things j mg, aged 16, was arrested with
tell the Weatherman that this little Mank. and pleaded "guilty." He
pest (meaning the mosquito) is I was placed on probation.
ubiquitous beyond anything known ini
------recent times. Whether weather has; In the opinion of countless pedesanythlng to do with this, opens an-Brians who dodged thc flapping curbother channel for discussion among stone flags during Thursday afterthose who find time to exchange noon's breeze, and who have done so
views upon such interminable subjects on scores of other occasions, it would
that don't arrive anywhere. Early,fee nice if the poles could be longer,
morning temperature 60, the local so that the flags might not be an acwind. as the old song has it. is sou-sou-1 tual menace when they are briskly
cast, with the sun trying to pry its way flapping in a heavy wind. It would also
through and make it a Saturday la- give an opportunity to have the flags
vorable for shopping. This view oi at half stall as they are seen In other
the Weatherman is confirmed by the cities, when the occasion requires,
early radio bulletin, which adds that
------there will be a return to showers, huCounty Commissioner Foy W
mldity continuing high.
Brown is on the fag-end of his stay
-----------------at Knox Hospital, where he recently
Perley Miller is a surgical patient | underwent a minor operation. His
at Knox Hospital.
condition has been so favorable that
he has been able to stray short disF. M Kittredge is building a! Unccs from lhe in5tit«’lon' Beln«
story and a half house at 30 Shaw i :co<>P«* UP" tw° °r lhm wccks ln
avenue
summer time ls no laughing matter
_____
for a man as active as North Haven's
The Ladies Aid of Cushing will. town clerk- and lwo things have
hold a supper at the Town hall ' h?lp€d t0 uBhten his "sentence"—the
Wednesday, at 5 30 standard Gladys fart that h<“ can Usten 10 the Boston
Alley housekeeper.
ball games over his own radio; and the
'
, extremely nice manner in which
Knox Lodge. I OO F , Will have everybody at the hospital has been
a busy session Monday night. Ar-1 treating him.
ran|?ements will be madc for the^
------Dr. Cornelius Greenway of Brcokannual field day and picnic.
; lyn yesterday continued his “hunt
Midsummer
finds
Rockland's1 for b‘B same with the fo-ntain pen"
flower and vegetable gardens unu.su- at the Rotary meeting, taxing up hts
ally successful, although dry weather ihteresting tale of the campaign to
has made demands on the sprinkling secure autographs of the famous,
pots and garden hose.
where a previous talk left off. He
____
has added a stereopticon outfit to
Mosquitoes are not the only things b's equipment and thus brought
which are uncommonly plentiful this even greater interest to a vivid story,
summer. Bird lovers say they never The singing as conducted by Mar
saw so many scarlet tanagers in this shall Bradford was inspiring and
vicinity before. Because of their Peter Arnold, a very youthful guest
coloring they are the most striking1 from Hollywood added a solo that
birds which inhabit these parts.
1 brought clamorous approval. Among
_____
i the visiting Rotarians were C. F.
Sherwood S. Upham who wan’s Sherman of Mt. Vernon. A. E. Lewis
license as a common carrier for of New York, Dr. E. A Farrington of
trucking service on the Portland- Haddonfield. N. J„ and Prank
Camden route, and Willard S. Whit- Poland of Boston. The guests bcney who wants a similar privilege for I sides young Peter from Hollywood
Bangor-Rockland route were given were Theodore Bird of this city and
hearings by the Public Utilities Com- Dr. Frank Guy Armitage of Babson
mission Thursday.
»
;Park. FlaAttractions at the Strand The
atre next week: Monday, “It's Great
to be Alive." with Edna May Oliver;
Tuesday. “The Kiss Before the Mir
ror;” Wednesday. "The Nuisance."
with Lee Tracy; Thursday. "Work
ing Man." with George Arliss; Fri
day. “Little Giant,” with Edw. G
Robinson; and Saturday. "The Silk
Express," with Neil Hamilton.

There is much of news interest to
■ found In the advertising columns,
ar instance there is an announceent on the flrst page Of this newsipcr interesting through its negaon and bound to produce favorable
>mment in several quarters. It ls
le adv. of Thc Life Saver, well
nown Warren cabins-tea room
hich says "We do not serve beer,"
a ting the pros and cons of the prorietor's choice.

Writes a Northend correspondent;
peaking of ramblers they seem
□usually beautiful this year. The
ry weather has not materially af■cted their growth, and they seem
i want to climb far beyond the
■ach of humans. Thc pink one at
A. Stanley's, 58 Warren street;
le pink, white and red ones at Al•rt Cables'. North Main street; and
.hers too numerous to mention
righten the byways and highways
[rs. F. M. Kittredge of Chestnut
reet has several kinds of climbing
>ses. which adorn the residence
nd summer house. She also has
>me spotless white lilies of the
Regal" variety which marks each
de of the driveway. These lilies
■em to be the favorite as they are
>und in many yards. Mrs. W. A.
iriffln also has some in her garden.
A chance remark of a "native
I
Idn't know you served such delicious
undaes" prompts this announccicnt. We serve Afternoon Tea and
nusual Sundaes every afternoon In
re Rose Room. Our summer friends
«m to enjoy it very much. We
link we must still have some home
)lks that enjoy Afternoon Tea and
undaes—In a quiet, simple, homey
tmosphere. We cordially invite you
) Join our summer clientele. Thc
opper Kettle, Rockland.—adv.
87-lt
Special this week only — Large
aicks. several varieties, $1 per dozen
t Stover's, Rockland. Seeds—feeds
-fertilizers.

85-87

The July meeting of the Garden
Club, at the home of Mrs. W O
Fuller. Beech street. Wednesday
afternoon at 2.30. will be madc of
special interest by the presence of
Mrs. A. R. Benedict of Medomak
Mrs. Benedict who is an expert in
flower arrangement and the con
ducting of flower shows will give
actual demonstrations of the former
and bring out many points regard
ing flower shows. Judging, etc. In
view of the annual flower show of
the Rockland club taking place
Aug. 24. Mrs. Benedict's presence is
most opportune. Garden flowers
will be needed for Mrs. Benedict's
use. and members are asked to bring
what they can from their gardens,
even if the quantity is small. Cut the
flowers on Tuesday, place in water
overnight, and have them at Mrs.
Fuller's house Wednesday forenoon
if possible. Have them ln pails or
other containers.

WILL OPEN TUESDAY
First National Will Start July

25 According To thc Pres

ent Schedule
The First National Bank of Rock
land will commence business Tues
day morning July 25 according to
the present schedule. This will be
for unrestricted business and it wiii
place this section once more on a 100
per cent open bank basis.
A flrst dividend of 50 per cent of
the deposits of the Rockland Na
tional Bank, except those which have
been set off against loans, has been
declared by the conservator. This
dividend will be paid through the:
First National Tuesday or any day j
thereafter. Depositors should bear!
in mind that it is not necessary to:
take this dividend the flrst day for
it will be obtainable any time.
In order to obtain this dividend ,
depositors "simply sign a claim !
schedule at the bank and take their
dividend cither as cash or a deposit
in the new bank or part each. In
the case of savings deposits thc sav- ,
ings book should be presented with
the order. Every effort will be made J
to handle the press of busines with j
as little delay as possible.

SERMONETTE
Taking the Constitution Apart

The Eighteenth Amendment to
the Constitution is an ideal of
sobriety translated into law. I
believe in it. Multitudes, however,
seriously propose its removal
from that great Instrument as
the binding law of the land. A
majority of voters have power
to accomplish this in the way pro
vided. They can abolish all laws.
Blackstone. Webster,
Lincoln,
never doubted that.
Laws arc enforceable only when
accepted by the governed. The
ten commandments of God were
binding upon Israel only by that
nation's acquiescence. They are
binding today simply by the con
science of believers in them. They
would be the supreme law of
morals, nevertheless, had they
never been articulated and Israel
Banking facilities have been re
stored in Ellsworth. Oeorge L. Beck had never been born.
Removing the 18th Amendment
of Deer Isle is one of the directors
removes the law and enforce
of the Union Trust Company.
ment dies. Sobriety in a people
is still an ideal. It was placed ln
The American Legion Auxiliary
the Constitution of the United
holds a business meeting Monday
night. All officers are asked to be States as a supreme protection
for the homes within our bounda
piesent. as memorial services lor the
late Mrs. Julia Huntley will be con ries.
Women, mothers, now wish to
ducted.
destroy that sanction Those who
Rockland foels a neighborly and believe temperance is not absti
friendly interest ln the announce- ; nence; thirsty fathers, tippling
ment that mill -wages are to be in mothers, drunken drivers, can
creased in Warren and that the shoe never claim that the liquor traffic
factory strike in Belfast has been' is ideal.
Removing the 18th Amendment
settled.
will not alter the ideal that in
The New York Colored Pullman j spired its adoption, but only its
Porters baseball club plays in Togus protection.
William A. Holman.
tomorrow. Clyde Sukeforth of Wash
ington. former catcher for the Brook- ]
lyn Dodgers, will be with Togus, the
At the Congregational Church to- J
management says.
morrow morning Mr. Rounds will:
preach on the subject, "The drift to
It Is quite likely that some mem ward anarchism, and the way out.”
bers ol the Knox County Fish and
• • • •
Game Association will attend the
At St. Peter’s Church (Episcopal)
field day of the Waldo County asso Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the serv
ciation at Swan Lake Aug. 13. A fine ices for tomorrow will be appropriate
program has been arranged.
for the 6th Sunday after Trinity:
' Holy Communion at 7.30; Choral
The only real happy persons in Eucharist and sermon at 10.30.
Rockland just now are, those who
are immune from mosquito bites.
At First Church of Christ. Scien
Couldn't President Roosevelt be tist. corner of Cedar and Brewster
given authority to deal with the streets. Sunday services are at 10.30
critters—meaning, of course, the j and the subject of the Lesson-Serskeeters?
_____
i mon tomorrow will be “Truth."
—
.
Sunday School is at 11.45. WednesTTie announcement of th
B- dav evening testimony meeting ts at
nation of Miss Eleanor Griffith in 7 3Q The reading room ls located at
Thursday's paper
should have i
Main street, and is open week I
stated that it was made necessary by
from 2 unU, 5
m
orders of her doctor. Miss Griffith
,
for the past year has been suffering
The subject of the sermon at the
with a throat troubk! ^h
! First Baptist Church on Sunday
further teaching too d
morning will be. "Nevertheless-God."
resumed.
___
j Mrs Mildred Havener will be the'
One of the most gorgeous crimson i soloist. The church school with
rambler roses in the citv may be j classes for all ages will meet at the j
seen at the home of Nestor Brown. ’ noon hour. The Endeavorers will
Maverick street. It grows up over Ihold tneir meetlng at 6.15. with
Owennie MacDonald as leader. The

Page Thretf

| pastor's evening topic will be “Lydia.1 ».
••• ••• ......................
» which may include dandelion, baet
' the business woman." Rev. A. I. j
Swiss chard, spinach and endive; 344
Oliver of Lewiston, district superin- ,
HOMF AC PAY
quarts each of peas and string beans;
I tendent will conduct the first quar-! .
nwiviE.-z-Vj.-i
1 quart of asparagus; 9 quarts of
terly conference on Tuesday evening.j ‘
’ tomatoes; 5 quarts of corn; and 2
■
— I •*••«•••• •••
••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
quarts of shell beans. This is a total
THE ST. GEORGE CHURCHES i
of 28 quarts.
Ixing Cove
i “Orchardlsts should not now apply
"My family of nine requires 252
St. George’s Church (.Episcopal), | arsenate of lead to apple trees for quarts. Last ycar I lacked only seven
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, pastor. Evensong j control of insects later, Calcium quarts of that amount, but I bought
and sermon at 7p. m. The preacher arsenate should be substituted in enough canned peas during the
will be the Rev. James Flye of St. An- sprays to eliminate the possibility of winter to make it up. We do not
quest one, "Should we vote to repeal drew's School, Tennessee. All arc lead residue on fruit," says A. K. care for asparagus so I can 9 more
I Gardner, crops specialist for thc Ex- quarts of string beans. Last summer
the 18th amendment?" Thc happy welcome.
♦ • • •
j tension Service.
I had a lot of cauliflower given me
prayer and praise meeting will be
Tenant’s Harbor and Wiley Corner
and I canned 50 quarts. It tasted
held on Tuesday evening at 7.30
The pastor's morning subject in People who are interested in the good in the winter. I have enough
The Rainbow Hour will be broadcast
over WLBZ on Wednesday evening these churches will be “An Unseen loan features of the new Agricultural canned vegetables now to last until
Helper;" special music in the Harbor Adjustment Act should get in touch the fresh ones are big enough to eat.”
from 7 to 7.30.
• • • •
Church, Robert Watts’ solo, “The with the local agent of the Federal
Land Bank, or write to Charles A.
The first service of tiie day at the Stranger of Gallilee."
NORTH WALDOBORO
Bible schools following the morn Wlndholz, agent of the loan com
Littlefield Memorial Church is a
prayer meeting at 10 a. m. Preaching ing service; Christian Endeavor 6.15 missioners, Springfield, Mass.
♦> ♦ ♦ ♦
Maude Mank and Elva Borneman
services at 10.30, the pastor's subject topic, "Problems of Friendship."
being “Life eternal." Mrs. Lima leader to be announced; evening song H. L. Richardson, poultry specialist have employment at thc home of Mr
Barter will be soloist. Junior Church service at 7. followed by Mr. Barton's for the Extension Service, says feed and Mrs. Hildebrandt, who have
meets at 10.30 also and Sunday school subject. “Things That Must Come To hoppers for poultry on range should about 25 people there from New York.
at 11.45 with everybody welcome Pass." This will conclude a series on be moved a short distance each day
Fred Shuman of Waldoboro was a
to prevent contamination of ground business caller In this vicinity Tuesof Jesus Christ.
Evening meeting at 7.15 when the thc Coming Again
• • • »
in the vicinity of the feeding equip i day.
topic of the sermon will be, “Things
Martinsville and Port Clyde
ment.
worth while.” Tuesday evening at
Mrs. Marne Hysom of Warren was
There will be services at the usual
<> ♦ ♦ ♦
7.30 is the regular missionary prayer
time in these churches, except omls- Oxford county has 875. 4-H club ' a recent guest of Mr. and Mrs. W. R.
meeting.
• • • •
; slon of that of the evening at the enrollments, a gain of 142 over last Walter.
Mrs. William Sprague of Islington
'The philosophy of the Bible on bur Ridjge Church. Charles Marstaller year. Fifty five old clubs were re
organized and 15 new clubs have been Mass., was the guest of Belle Sprague
den-bearing" will be the pastor's will speak at all servioes.
I for a few days recently.
formed.
topic at the 11 a. m. worship service
MARRIED
William Walter and family and
* >♦<
at the Pratt Memorial Church tomor
- MOON — At Tenant's Harbor,
row. Mrs. Marianne Bullard will sing BLACK
Speaking over the radio recently on i George Flanders were in Friendship
July 19. by William E Sheerer. J. P
as a solo "Consecration," Lester. The Perley Willey Black and Gladys M the subject. “Our Garden Proved a Sunday.
Pearl Whitehouse and Lavemo
Gold Mine," Mrs. Georgia Brownell of
church school meets at 10 preceding Moon, both of Rockland.
the preaching service. At tiie glad
Hope said in part: “When the vege Orlf were 'Visitors Sunday at Pearl
DIED
gospel service at 730 p. m. the singing
tables are big enough to can, I look Carroll's.
of hymns under the leadership of DAVIS At Rockland. July 22. Lizzie E up my vegetable budget again to see
widow
of
Charles
A.
Davis.
Funeral
Parker Worrey will be a feature. Mrs,
how much I must can and store. One
And they called T. R. a rough
at 2 o’clock. Please omit
Ruth Hoch will sing a solo. The Monday
person requires 4 quarts of greens, rider!—Chicago Daily News.
flowers.

the other
assisted by the organ and piano Ray
a mass of bloom, the bunches being I Greene
will be the soloist and Mr
unusually large and sturdy.
MacDonald's subject will be a re
Members of the local federated ;
■
music clubs have been notified of
Donald L. Kelsey has added an at
the annual field day of the Aroos tractive sun porch to the northern
took Federation of Music Clubs side of his residence on North Main
which will be held at the Country street.
Club in Houlton next Thursday. If
there are any planning to attend, | There will be a meeting at Ingra
they are asked to notify Mrs. Ca- ham HUI chapel at 2.30 Sunday aft
mella Grant, Houlton, as soon as | ernoon with a speaker. Everyone is
invited.
possible.

Thc monthly meeting of the Past
Grands and Noble Grands Associa
tion of Knox and Lincoln Counties
held Wednesday evening at Tenant's
Harbor brought out a large attendance. Grand Master Melvin Hutch
ings of Searsport and Past Grand
Representative Samuel Adams of
Belfast were present. Definite ar
range ments for the August meet
ing have not yet been made.

j

A carrier pigeon has been visiting
at the home of Nick Hakala in Ten
ant's Harbor.
Its marking is
N.P.A33. B6274.

Mrs. Henry Clukey, an active as
sistant In the management of the
charity carnival, is confined to her
home on Talbot avenue as the result
of spraining one of hcr ankles at
Knox Trotting Park.

E. B Rideout and the United States
The flrst half of the split season in
Weather Bureau to the contrary not the Knox and Lincoln Twilight
withstanding thc Perry's Market, League does not end until next Wed
crowd is going on its annual picnic nesday night. Postponed games wil]
tonight, boarding the steamer Caltsta be played meantime, but the schedule
Morrill for Green's Island. Vinalha had not been arranged when thir
ven. There will be 50 in the party, paper went to press.
including several special guests—As
The president of the Knox Me
sistant Engineer Harry D. Phillips
and Messrs. Atkinson and Thomas morial Association. Mrs. Lots M
among them. Prizes amounting tc Creighton, has called a general meet
$25 will be distributed, among thc ing of all the committees at 3 o'clock
lucky fishermen, and it is quite likely this afternoon at Montpelier to make
that foghorns will be given as favors. flnal arrangements for the celebration
Matinicus fans are marking out the of General Knox's birthday July 25.
diamond for a wonderful game o'
Local radio fans who listen to Wal
baseball. And you should see the
A stockily built young man. who boatload of provisions! Gosh all ter Winchell will be interested to
looked the picture of health, and wno beeswax!
know that Al Jolson punched him in
gave a further demonstration of it
the head last night, incensed over
when wringing the sports editors
Maine Indians will hold thelr an what he considered attacks upon Mrs
hand the other day. proved to be nual pageant Aug. 9-11 at Old Town, Jolson. It is not unlikely that quite
George Hosmer of Avon, Calif., who with Princess Wattawasso and other a few others would like to do thc
with his wife and two children is notables from Maine reservations same thing.
spending the summer wfth his parents presenting a program of historic
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Hosmer at Sun events, describing the 111' of the
The picnic supper of Edwin Libby
set, Deer Lsle. Mr. Hosmer is me Indian before and after the coming Relief Corps Thursday at the home
chanical superintendent of the As of the white man. On the flrst day of Mbs. Elizabeth Barton brought
sociated Oil Companies of California, the Indians will exhibit tribal life, out 25 members. The evening was I
and his steady rise with that concern establishing the Indian village, spent in cutting and sewing patchhas been a recognition of his ability, building the wigwams, and getting work. There will be another supper
and thc training he received at Uni together the things that made up at the home of Mrs. Ida Huntley at
versity of Maine. Mr. (Hosmer is their homes when the Indian reigned The Highlands Thursday night,
well remembered by older followers supreme. The second day will fea Aug. 3.
pf Rockland High School because ol ture the massacre of Father Rasie,
his activities in athletics. While at Catholic priest, and many Norridge
Caiiers at The Courier-Gazette
University of Maine he played on the wock Indians by the English in a office who are Interested in flowers
varsity football team, and Was re church in their territory, with the are asktd to identify the orangegarded as one of its stars. He met a two Norridgewock Indians ooming to colored illy sent In by Charles E.
number of old friends during his brier tell thc Penobscots the story of the son of Clifford Fernald, who found il
stay in this city and received a greet killing. The Passamaquotfdy Indians alongside Meadow Brook. On a
ing that must have convinced him that from Pleasant Point, near Calais single stem are 10 blossoms and sev
Maine does not forget her sons.
will arrive on the second day, com eral buds, very symmetrically ar
ing up the -small stream near the i ranged.
Free — Come in the Frigidaire field in their canoes After they dis
Every seat in Watts hall was sold
showroom of A. C. MeLoon & Co. in embark they will Join in dances with
the Bicknell and get your copy of the the Penobscots. The third day will , at last night's presentation of "Oram.”
Frigidaire "Key To Meal Planning" show the coming of the white man.' Adelyn Bushnell’s play of Mane life.
plus a ticket which may entitle you There will also be an historical-in The play will be repeated Monday
to an automobile vacuum cleaner dustrial parade with floats recalling night in Watts hall in answer to gen
historic events' Many Knox Coun eral request and to accommodate
free.—adv.
ty persons make it a point to attend those unable to obtain seats last night.
Seldom has a stage production been
iiiStover’s Pride Flour —"The Flour these pageants.
given the enthusiastic (welcome ac
tWe Best Cooks Use."
85-87
Have your Ford serviced at 'Tire- corded "Oram" and the Monday night
No tax this week on flours bought proof Garage. Authorized Ford Sales showing will be welcomed by many in
the community who have as yet failed
84-87
at Stover’s. Buy today.
85-87 and Service.
to see it,

COSTS TO OWN A GENUINE

Frigidaire

under our

METER-ICE PLAN

No down payment
Those dimes and nickels that slip so easily through your fingers

can now huy a Frigidaire. It’s a fact! Only 15c a day puts one

CURRENT THAN

ONE ORDINARY

LAMP BULB

in your home under our new Meter-Ice Plan.
Think of it! Fifteen cents a day — no more than you now pay

for ice — and a genuine Frigidaire is yours. Here's the plan.

ONLY

Nothing Else Like It
1. Tell us you want one of thc new Frigidaircs that uses less
current than one lamp bulb.

$99°°

INSTALLED IN YOUR HOME

2. Wc deliver it without a penny’s down payment. Then you

deposit 15c a day in thc Meter-Ice which is attached. Once a month
our representative will call, collect the money and credit it to
your account.
3. When payments arc completed we remove the Meter-Ice and

Not just "an electric refrigerator" but a genuine
Frigidaire. And it's yours for only 15c a day under
the Meter-Ice Plan. Larger models can be bad
under the same plan for as little as 25c a day.

the Frigidaire is yours. In the meantime, your Frigidaire can save
you much wore than thc 15c a day you have put in the Meter-Ice.

COME IN AND SEE THE NEW FRIGIDAIRES—OR PHONE

730

A. C. McLOON <S CO.
Bicknell Block

Tel. 730

Rockland, Maine

VINALHAVEN LIGHT AND POWER COMPANY
BRANCHES AT VINALHAVEN AND NORTH HAVEN

Every-Other-Day
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CAMDEN

In Everybody’s Column

THOMASTON

*

: LOST AND FOUND J

Advertisements ln this column not to
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
tional lines flve cents each for one time,
PRINTED silk coat, brown and tan.
10 cents for three times. Six words lost Llmerock or Main Sts,, City. CALL |
make a line.
1161-M.
84*86

Mtss Ruth Russell is clerking in
Miss Louise Ginn who has been
Miss M E Bartlett's store durinR guest of Mrs. Charles H Washburn
the summer.
a number of days is leaving today for
Miss Harriet L. Gill entertained her home tn Caribou,
the Tuesday Club at Beacli Inn. Lin- } Mrs. Edward Johnson who has reTORTOISE SHELL glosses In brown
colnville. Thursday.
cently been operated upon at Knox
case, lost July 15 between Spruce Head |
Gladys St. Clair Morgan
The Methodist ladies society will I Hospital is reported to be better,
Wills allowed: James O. Hickey. | for notice: Estates Nils Nelson, late
and Rockland
Return to Courier-Ga
meet Wednesday at the chapel.
__ _______
Mr and Mrs. Herbert Merry nnd _
Ute o{ Cambridge. Mass.,
deceased.
KocklaiuL deceased. Edward _C
zette or SPRUCE HEAD P O . Reward
87*89
The Stillman Kelleys of Wellesley, friends of Malden. Mass., were calling
"“T~ I Payson of Rockland, named exr.;
Mass , are occupying Pine Crest upon friends in town Tuesday.
btougnton^Bell ot Cambridge. Mass .; Emma
Keene .late
of st George
Gcor de___________
________
■* ♦ ♦
NOTICE—Is hereby given of the loss
Douglas Walker gave a picnic'sup- aam
Catherine
________
adm- d.b.n.c.t.a.:
~
A I ceased, Grainvllle N. Bachelder of
Curtis Memorial Concerts
in the Harvard Law School. Then Chestnut Hill.
ROOMERS_______
wanted,____
with__ or _______
without j of savings book numbered 2343. ThomVB again.
Mrs. George B Kent and three per at the home of his parents Mr Cullen, late of Thomaston, deceased. I St. George, named exr?, Ruth A.' board? in private family? MRS E. c i »®ton Savings Bank issue, and the owner
he never went near the school
The announcement of the Curtis Instead he spent his time studying children of Denver. Col and Mrs and Mrs Lee Waller on Dunn street Mary I Cullen of Thomaston and Jennings, late of Thomaston, de-! grant. 184 South Main st. Tel 526-M. rordance’wtth the provUion'o’Vhe "state
Memorial Concerts to be given ln architecture. His father banished Amy PeJerson and Miss Marian Hal! Tuesday evening
Those present Agnes R. Armstrong of South Tort- ceased. Elizabeth B Wiashburn of1--------------------------------------------- -2- iaw thomaston national bank.
Camden
camaen Aug.
Aug. 8. 18 and 28, has young Urban from home when the of Whitman, Mass . are guests of Dr Were Misses Ellen and Elizabeth , land, executrices.
Thomaston, immed exx.: Cyrus H, K , ‘''OOK iindpajtry riuik nunbih. wisiies by R. O. ELLIOT. President, Thonuntton. Me.. July 6. 1933
81-8-87
aroused unusual Interestr,nnnrfunify
in local! news
n(,W(i Ieaked
leaked through, h..«
iv.» .
m md
a p
m.„., v„rir
Petitions for administration grant-1 Curtis, late of Wyncote, Pa,, de- a position, ont mempe
g7
but by the
aid
and vrri
Mrs. A
F. Green
Oreen
Mavo of New
York. Mice
Miss Mortnrie
Marjorie
musical circles, as tne opportunity of
(rom those who rec.
attraction tonight. Saturday M)lls of Thomaston. Arnos Mills and ed: Estates Daniel A. Otoss, late Of ceased, Mary Louise Curtis Bok, and
WANTED 75 or more feet of Iron
to hear such wonaertui musictaits is j
his talent, he was able to at the Comlque Theatre is "Para- Anthony Faunce of Baston.
, Vinaihaven. deceased. Florence E . John C. Martin, both of Wyncote, fence. COBB-DAVIS. Rockland.
86-88 4
me to this part oi tnei country continue his study At the age oi chute Jumper." featuring Douglas
Mrs Charles H. Washburn was] Oross of Vinaihaven. admx ; Harry ; Pa. named exrs
*
The
artists to participate
133 he received his'first commission— Fairbanks, jr.; Monday; Bette Davis gu'est for the dav of Mr. and Mrs
M Robinson, late of Warren, de-I Petitions for administration filed
Madame Lea LUDMnuw, viouiusi.
decorate the Abln Palace of the in
"Ex-Lady;”
Tuesday.
Bebe AmOs Mills at thelr Friendship cot- ceased. Jeannette H. Robinson of' for notice; Estates George Green. Best ot references. Write K. S. R . care
and
Warren admx : Florence L. Pendle- late of South Thomaston, deceased I Thf Courler-Oazette_______________ 8^88
^ada!"5 T..K.1U
a"d young Khedive of Egypt in Cairo Daniels ln Cocktail Hour;" Wednes- ,a™ recently
POSITION wanted by high school ] BRACKET for swinging sign complete
Boris Goldovsky, PJ40-1 •
When he returned to Vienna he was day. Ann Harding and' Leslie
' ” How”
The Baptist Ladles Circle will hold ton. late of Rockland, deceased Lizette R. Emery of Rockland. Agnes graduate
experience, to do housework, with side fittings—at a bargain. Apply
Salmond.
cellist. They are all mem-I! employed
...
■ for
.
.
.." On ...
j
lm0"dto design a castle
a ard .....................
in “Animal Kingdom
Wedthe'l'Lrtneetin7'of the season on the Itaura E Fish of Ro?kland. admx.: I O. Hodsdon of Reeds Ferry. N. H cook, or utcare
for children.
EVELYN GREGORY'S PICTURE AND FRAMING
bers
■s of the faculty oi tne uuriis in- nobleman
Hts efforls were marked nesdav evening only, there will be aftcrnoon of Julv C6 with a chicken Flora M Wise, late of Rockland, de- and Henriette O. Kittredge of Fiee HART. 10 Camden St.
87*89, SHOP—over Crie Hardware Co.. 408
St
stitute of Music, ana are interna- by success from the ftrst urban be- Fa'hion Show, Interspersed withn,e SUDper at 6o'clock with bilked ceased. Fred C Black of Rockland, port. L. I., named admrs.; Mary H
86*88
SMALL electric radio wanted, tTbTe-Maln
table |
tionally known.
•
came an American citizen in 1917 musical acts and novelties and music hearts for those who like them, price admr : Owen P. Lvons. late of Vinal- Small, late of Rockland, deceased. model preferred
Write description
WE OFFER a splendid assortment of
used furniture.
Including refrigerator.
Luba hutz was born m Odessa, be- but be never l05t bis vjenne?e accent will be furnished by Al Rougier's
‘ ‘nts Entertainment free for haven, deceased. Mary Z. Daniels of Harry T Small of Rockland, named ( Write H. C„ care The Courler<Gazette.__...........
—. ---------ginning her concert career at tnv He j^^ht a Victorian house in band
thn» *hn nun* to sunDer 10 cents Medford.
Mass..
admx ;
Jaron admr.; Alden O. Shea, late of South_____________________________ chamber suites, chain,, tables, etc Very
age of six. Upon the advice of Vas- yonkers. just north of the city, and
The auxiliary to the Sons of .ldmi8Jiion for th0M, who^ome In the Leslie, late of Rockland, deceased. Thomaston, deceased. Edwin V. Shea
mother, with »«"■'''hild
1 low pr,c* BURPEE FURNITURE co
87-89
hS^SieTi;
'o^shops nearby
He union Veterans will hold a fair at
U o£n ® aH Harry Leslie of Cambridge. Mass of South T^tan. najnM admr;! ~.biV; ’SrTt?, p^ftreT' tSSfc'
TWENTY-THREE ft power boat, new
ductor. she pursued her stuaies at li|Cpd
Dutter around the garden the Orange hall July 28, at 2 ociock. a.hn would 1'ke to come The house- admr.
Alonzo J. Nash, late of Rockland. A B c care Courier-Gazette
87-89
sell cheap for cash Iuqulre P
the Moscow Conservatory^ where ne there, wlth eight blg sheep dogs jhere will be a dance ln the evening „
wlll be Mrs Ijflia Smnllev.
Accounts allowed: Estates Mary deceased. Lillian E Smith of Min-, MAN- Wonted to take care of an ». engine,
A RACKLIFF, Head of the Bay
87*89
was director. There she was awara- trailing after him
The Baptist Sunday School en” .. n Copeland Mrs. Carrie H. Small of Rockland, first and final turn, named admx ; Lauretta A. J tablished business In the sale of Me
PUPS lor sale. ELMER DOW.
ed a gold medal, and at the age ol There was more or less local ln- ioved a picnic Friday at Sherman's 'r?-r0,,‘
Mildred Closson Mrs account filed by Harry T Small of Seavey, late of Rockland, deceased., Connon Prooucu in Knox County. G«od 270HOUND
Pleasant St
80*88
16 was heard to recltah to Poland Urest connf<ted with Urban as his R>|„t.
NeUie Ifemv manners mTuXo Rockland, cons.; Edward S. Spear George Seavey of Rockland, named “'ing right no. with increwlng pMM
you become acquainted with cus
FOR SALE- 10-12 weeks old pigs and
Germany and France. She appeared fecond wlfe was Mary porter Betgle
-Henry's Wedding." will be pre- L
„nd
Slv.ie Newbert* pro- late of Warren, deceased, first and admr.; Rachel A. Powell Jacobs, late tomers and business We finance re
white, red or black. »4 each.
also as soloist
famous
New
Orrx|t w
ho uat1 one-time
sented UI
in the
Camden opera house
eranl
committee MTS
Mrs FMith Kilborn final account filed bv Ada Spear of of Appleton deceased. Maurice S sponsible persons Experience not nec shoats,
cm with several
A.
U.. Q{ 1,1
” Y
i SJ1
Witvr
- IIHIV wa
w 1 ifillCU
Vi IL vuiuuv..
........ Gm
m ffimmillPP
Add 15 cents lor crate when ordering
orchestras. This was fallowed, b associated with Miss Marshall when July 27-28 under the auspices of the . ‘
p sineer
Warren, exx.; Hattie C. Emerv, late Powell of Bridgewater. Mass, named essary Apply by letter to McCONNON by mall. STOVER FEED MFO CO on
At COMPANY. Dept BD-231. Winona.
concerts ln America and our
she conducted girls' camps at Alford's Camden-Rockport Lions Club. The ' Mrs.
„ ' \Minnie
finnie Wilson
Wilson entertained a’ of Rockland, deceased, flrst and final admr.
\
Minn___________________________
87* |t track at 86 Park St., Juat below Ar
European
countries.
She
later Lake She made many acquaint- local cast includes 125 people
mour's. Tel. 1200
85-87
account filed by F Russell Greeley.
Petition for license to eell real
dinner
Wednesday
at,her
home
Mrs.
POSITION wanted by experienced
studied with Eugene Ysaye for three
durjng her stay there.
Baseball at Camden Monday I ucv Slllerv. Mrs Jessie Kalloch. Mrs adm d.bn.c.t a.; Beverley Frye and estate filed for notice: Estate Weston stenographer and bookkeeper. Whole or
COOKING range lor sale, used six
years and became one of his mos.
....
Rockland and Camden,
MISS N E I months, exceptional baker, price $25 31
Hcward E Frve of Camden, flrst ac- Carroll. Jr., of Union, filed by Fred part time References
83-88 El M ST
/
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experience ln Probate Office. land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall ordere
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abroad Many of the enttes c mp
wQn everyone bv ber qU(et charm Osborne as hostesses.
POSITION as chef or order cook want
Capt. John Brown ls spending 9 Fevler of West Somerville. Mass, thur W. Sturtevant, Rockland,
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all time*.
ETitTrertetion*of fonTand inter- i»f»“d t“'ld«“t
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The ladies of St. Thomas parish fe;“dav, in p^land on business
admx
$3349 34; Hannah E. Whitmore, Cam- ed Best cf references. H. T. PERRY. Prompt
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Vilra Russia
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social guthering for more than I
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buy for right party
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Lincoln cottage on
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Petersburg Conservatory with Mm reu{h
Orchestras.
and piano lessons, 50 cents. Class 25 Olenmere cottage. Is returning today . by her daughter Miss May Oould
Roswell Leland of Mt Desert is tb ] The guests were Mr and Mrs
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u"*r ™ a DUpil of Arensky who was a pupil
-----------------Master Everett Condon Is spendin" Mrs. Charles A Creighton. Mrs. Ed- birthday
track at 86 Park St.. Rockland. Just be
MERRILL piano, upright, for sale,
direction of Olazounoff. and hi d o{ Rimskv.KorSakov Person Is conFAST SFNNEBEC
86-88 priced reasonable Can be seen at 11
Miss Madaline Coffey of Ash Pomt low Armour's. Tel. 1200
a week with his grandfather Capt j ward Robinson. Mrs. William J.
this position for 12 year*. She has
a
ma,velous instructor
t-AS I Ot-IVNUDLC
STANLEY LANE______________
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Tobey. Miss Lucy Rokes. Mrs. Albert | has been guest of Miss Beulah Crockbetn a member of the piano faculty
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rooms
of the Curtis Institute since its found whlJe there had lhe pieasure of June." unless It is a gorgeous July
lower floor and flve rooms upper floor.
i were classmates at Farmington Nor- ♦
dation. She has appeared in con'
(he Symphony orchestra day with the thermometer soaring, a of Edwin Anderson^ Douvlas Ander- j bert T. Oould. Esq
Bath lights, furnace heat, and good
breeze ’"n. Edrar Ames and John Singer ofMr. and Mrs.
Ensign OtLs enter- mai School.
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certs in the principal musical cen- n Wjnter Park an orchestra of blue cloud-flecked sky and breeze
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“tifficienUto'reiieve humidity Won- Thomaston and James Creighton Jr tained a party at their cottage at
pied and can be seen by applying to
ters of Europe and America
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FOR SALE—Two pure white male
Normand Salmond, the celebrated
, e e e
preciate it. "God's in his heaven— where thev were to take a power boat Myles Weston. Miss Clara Spear, teacher of Piano. 1018-M. Rockland. 1
Miss Margaret Copeland, Miss Helen
87--t | papered, painted and whitened inside Spitz pups, three months old STOVER
English
bass-baritone
and hLs.
flrs, Sunday afternOon con- All's right with the world."
for “the fishing grounds.
Wlll be sold at a great bargain, or will FEED MFO CO. on track at 86 Park
mother was a professional pianist*.‘"3.*“{7.,.°Eastern”*Music"Camp Hilda Morang and young daughter.: A couple of errors occurred ln th* Creighton, Nathan Farwell. Mr. and
exchange for other property
Call me St. Just below Armour's. Tel. 1200.
NORTH WARREN
The son was born ln London His
“J
, 5(X) ' ,p Everyone Carrie Mabel visited Mrs. Blanchard Rem ln a previous Issue relatin’ tc Mrs. Ray Piercv, Mrs Orace Green.
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up or come and see me.
FLOYD L
early musical gifts matured under
bv the solendid’-on- this week Wednesday.
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p ‘w'nl return for with Mrs. Annie Ripley attended Mnnk was the buver and Mr. Mank
BUNGALOW comp suitable for two. seven pass. Sedan: 28 Bulck four pass.
Is lt helping out the people here to let for August Running water elec Coupe. '29 Studebaker Sedan. 31 De
this Saturday morning for Lowell,
in London. He then continued ’ • »• remainlng cpncerts The pro- "Uncle Henry's Wedding" at Union will have charge of the work,
Plymouth Sport Roadster. 1930
Mass., upon receiving word of the j to hire a steam shovel for the lit- tricity. right on shore, $50 month in Luxe
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cluding garage MRS C S BARKER Dodge 8 Sedan, and others. HENRY K.
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Point. Crescent Beach
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Mozart Gushee home
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The reply or week. Accommodates six. MRS
concert appearances in this country
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PITTBD hard wood and Junta, per
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_. . in Watts hall. The company main heard to that question is. "we have ton.
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arr. by Loomis (he mauman
Her mistress places '
selectmen make the request tained their high reputation as playhis visits here with concert tours of
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Europe, having appeared with the I Ain't Gwtne to study War No More u
Courier-Gazette between the tll4t
’he national «*. The plav is to be repeated next heard to that question is. we have cows
and one good work horse for sale
Monday night.
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short,
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stubby stubbv
stubby teeth,
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and as soloist .with the leading or- ( chorus of Bacchantes
,_ The Heavens Resound
Piano lessons. 50 cents. Class 25 ' ing to gamble that men are willing
Beethoven house, as is her custom, she makes a vl^ °f
®rann
FURNISHED apartment to let. twe
chestras.
Orchestra
There will be a general meetin? cents. Tel. 1018-M, Rockland Miss to dig in clay and get their pay for rooms and private bath 192 LIMEFHCK
I_ cannot
tell .you much about, c
Prtccio Espagnoi
______
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......................Rimsky-Korsakov bee line over the road, thinking no
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atlon Lamb.
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it rather than see some one from ST Tel 600 or 211-M
Mr Goldovskv. other than that he is overture to Martha
Fiotow doubt, to effect an exchange for the
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SIX ROOM second floor flat with
3 o'clock this after
Mmft Luboshuta' son. and is ex- Dream Pantomime from Hansel and
which u a,
awalting her at
out of town running a machine to Inquire
14 MASONIC ST
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certs have been priced very reasonA letter from Eleanor Cote How- of brown and yellow, a flurry of dust 7e”eral Kn<
story house of sit rooms and pantry, j UPSTAIRS tenement to let. 4 rooms
Stanley Beverage and family of St.
ably. They may be cheeked Aug 4 ard this week contained an article and scattering pebbles as the small al
Louis arrived in town Wednesday for men. who are given the chance to hardwood floors, electric lights, tele- Toilet, lights; rent reasonable Inquire
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Alnha
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to
new furnace. Barn needs re- RALPH RICHARDS. 25 Franklin St
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pairs. Plenty wood Good large fields
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a
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Mrs. Freemont Beverage
in 4 way—but very few men can drop A fine farm near the city. DICKEY j ~~——-----------------------------------------------85-90' TENEMENT of four rooms and bath,
made
have some of the tickets rjng t0 Canada's tribute to Calixa forth howls of rage, the paper £, ***, ..
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Mr. and Mrs John Anderson o!
and blueberries and go to AGENCY Belfast. Maine
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MRS HELEN HALL. Olencove.
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! pienty ol sunlight. ROBERT U. COLAn interesting caller the other the American grave where it rested A card party was enjoyed at thMargaret Bissell of Vinaihaven spent
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Thursday with Mr. and Mrs. Oscar should waR unU, hay,ng u QVer
day was Manuel Bernard who is for nearly 50 years and reinterred home of Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Hall
as follows: "I have enjoyed keeping
six
room modern house to let at
■
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supper at the home of Mrs. Charles Waterman.
musical director at Camp Wapello.
\ a[j men may
they want to. the home account book as much as raNraT*xWOAVisrner Bdoadw‘iy
great ceremonial in Montreal Thursday evening. Buffet lunch was Starrett.
Friendship, this summer. This camp with
Mr and Mrs. Harold Wooster and We are wondering if we go on the
Civil and military
authorities of served by Mrs. Roland and Mrs. Roblor 60 boys 7 to 17 years of age has Canada served as guard of honor ert Gushee and there was music
Miss Anna Dillingham entertained part? of Portsmouth. N H., who have road now. if next winter some of our anything I ever did. With so little
HEATED apartments, all modern, four
Glenn A. Stokes of Orange, N. J.. and paid tribute to the memory of throughout th- evening on saxophon- at a picnic supper Thursday eve been guests of hts parents. Mr and neighbors would help us out with money with which to keep thc tamily. rooms. Apply at CAMDEN & ROCKLAND
WATER CO. Tel. 634
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as camp director. Mr. Bernard is the great composer and pianist, who and piano. The guests were Mr and ning. Her cuests were Mrs. Charles Mrs. F.ntery Woo.rter, returned home, hay for our stock, or would they say jil has been like an exciting race
g,x HOOM h0UM al| modern to
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W
Singer.
Miss
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Maxey
and
Thursday.
"Why didn't you cut your grass last which I won by $84 48. That money at 22 Qak st.: furnished apartment.
the youngsters, as it provides oppor used all his influence with French- Mrs. Ivan Sherman, Mr and Mrs Miss Margaret Jordan.
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anneXation of Canada to the Allen MacKusick of Woronoco. Mass
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Fred of Mountain Lakes, N J., who a disgrace a few weeks longer, then in the new year.
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vau.H
«ne class of United States.
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and Mr. and Mrs. Walter Calderwood being entertained by Mrs. Charlotte have been visiting relatives here and we can a" help on it. Send the
8ummer St
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at Vinaihaven the past two weeks, steam shovel wherever people want
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT OF MAINE
interested me very much, for I took Mrs. Roland Gushee motored to
FURNISHED ROOM to let at 33 Llmeleft on the boat Friday morning for
and let us have all the work here
welfare and happiness.
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piano lessons of Lavallee for a year Rockland Monday stopDlng at Thom- T
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. Rockland. They were accompanied to town.
rock 8t MARY WIGOIN SPEAR. Tel
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the Transportation of Homer
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buildings and the futuristic color I tion
composer, pianist and teacher Thomaston. It Ls almost amazing to sptnding the weekend with Mrs. Almon Ames (Elda Dyer) and grand- continued violations.
tending from shore to Main road, for
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907 38) for the purpose therein set forth, City
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Exposition in Chicago. By coinci- first artist to bring out works of ing this question during the years
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ment in this country was connected was chosen to represent American effect. It will be recalled that Gov 11 a. m., morning worship, topic
and other persons Interested attend the miles from village and state road; seven
with a World's Fair, the decoration . musjC at a meeting of the Society of ernor Cobb, elected by Republicans "Knowledge;" 7 p. m . vespers, topic
hearing on said petition before thc roonl dwelling, garage, woodshed, henUnlted States District Judge ln the I h04ee- No harn
Estimate 150 cords
of the rooms for the Austrian art professional Musicians in England on a platform demanding enforce "Is Heaven a Delusion?" trio. "Bells
United
States Court House tn the city I wool). Planted crops Included. We sold
exhibition at the St. Louis Exposi in addition to many other signal ment of the State prohibitory law, In Shady Dells," Misses Belle
four farms lost week
Look this one
of
Portland.
County
of
Cumberland,
on
before it's too late. DICKEY
tion in 1904. for which he won sev honors. Henry F. Miller said of La determined to carry out his party1' Coates, Cleora Condon and Marian
the twenty-fourth day of July. 1933. at over
mandates,
much
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the
surprise
of
AGENCY,
Belfast.
Maine.
85-90
8
o'clock
A
M..
Eastern
Standard
Time,
vallee
that
he
was
always
at
his
best
eral medals.
Felt.
and then and there show cause. If anv
Urban probably was best known In the presence of American musi some who believed
..
_ he...would do much 1 Baree Mungo arrived Fridav from
OFFERS
they have, why the prayer of the said
Not necessarily those of
for his stage settings. In 1912 he cians.
with coa. for Dunn
petitioner should not be granted.
_____ _ and nativity had done, let the enforcement con- , E1]iot Co
was commissioned by the Boston American parentage
And It Is Further Ordered that this
order be published ln the Portland Eve
but
those
who
were
citizens
and
wrtinue'
lax
he
insisted
that
the
proMfs
Kalherine
Allen
and
ch
n
dre
n
Opera to design sets for three operas
ning
Express once, on the twenty-first
h h
visiting In town for
—Pellas and Melisande. Hansel and manent residents here, identified ibitlon laws should be enforced
day of July. 1933. and ln The Courler♦ ♦**• - - — ♦ ■* ♦ «* fel
B<>ing a temperance
and having
Gretel. and Tristan and Isolde. with our interests and thoroughly onc?^en
Oazette.
once,
day
,,r^ncman
,r^Zrtar
,of- 1 spp«ral da*s returned t0 Portlanrt
< i
uni on-$ the atwenty-second
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j” i NOTICE—This ls to notify all that
of July, 1933, and that there be one day from this date I will pay no bills other
They created a furore in art circles, American in thought and feeling
A
Home
Company
and
Local
Investment
ReV. and Mrs. H. F. Leach are
lapse
betweencoirltheboorlno
last publication and vthan those contracted
by myself ELMER
_ _________
____ ’s engagement
_ _
The composer himself went to the
and
resulted_ in Urban
♦the
ho finto
_ ____________
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date rtf
of said hearing
Legal For Maine Savings Banks
nts name heads the list of those
..
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.. .
„...
L. LEACH. Warren, Me. July 18. 1933.
as art director for the opera. After l front in the Civil War with the band that
Dated
at
Portland,
Maine.
July
21.
1933
who. if elected, will vote for repeal sPefnd,nJ ahwcek at Stonington w h
85*87
1914 he met the late Florenz Ziegfeld | of the Fourth Rhode Island RegiCLARENCE HALE
Tax Free to Holders in Maine
a friend who was a preacher In the
DENTAL NOTICE: My office ts now 153
Judge, United States District Court.
and began to design the Follies, mak- ment and so distinguished himself In the State convention.—Bath Times. same town in Canada before coming
Free
From
Normal
Federal
Income
Tax
87-lt Llmerock St. one minute’s ride from
ing them famous for their lavish : that he was promoted to lieutenant.---------pos’offlce. Work done by appointment
Par Value $100. Dividends payable quarterly,
displays and glamorous colorings.' His studio in Boston was in the | Canada, and was not a native I
only. Call or phone 109-M. DR. J. H.
DAMON, dentist.
69-S-tf
Later he was commissioned to de- j o;d chickering Hall. He also taught American, and so not entitled to the I
February, May, August and November 1st. Callable
PAINTING, paper
hanging, white
HARD COAL, $12.50
sign a number of sets for the Metro- at the Peterfilea Academy of Music honor.
washing, glazing and Job carpentering.
as a whole or in part at $ 1 05 a share.
politan Opera Company, and then [ jn the South End. then the fashion- He was a prodigious worker and
COKE, SIO W)
Joblng of all kinds, anywhere ln Knox
the motion pictures demanded his able section of Boston, and was di- composed in addition to the CanaNEW ENGLAND COKE, S12.00
This stock, issued under the approval of the
County. Write or phone H. C BUBER
services
He also designed many club 1 rector of music at the Cathedral ofj dian anthem, two operas, an oratorio , POCAHONTUS LUMPY COAL
Warren. Tel, 6-31.
86-91
Public Utilities Commission is offered to investors
And other rectal diseases
houses,
casinos, speakeasies, the- [ the Holy Cross, where his choir of i a symphony, two orchestral suites,
for household use $7.25
KEYS! KEY81 KEYS! Keys made to
atres and dwellings One comment ioo picked voices attracted much at-1 two string quartets, a sonata, 30
order. Keys made to fit locks when
This is the best soft coal you can
at a price of $98.00 per share and accrued interest,
Treated Without Pain
original keys are lost. House. Office or
piano pieces, as well as various other
was "that frequently Urban let his tention.
buy
Car. Code books provide keys for all
yielding a little more than 6% per annum.
The programs of his concerts were musical forms
His piano etude
imagination run wild. The results
All nearby towns the same in three
or Loss of Time
locks without bother. Scissors and
made
up
entirely
of
the
works
of
"The
Butterfly
”
Is
still
popular.
Subscriptions for this stock will be received at
•were sometimes fantastic, but always
ton lots or more
Knives sharpened. Prompt service Rea
sonable prices CRIE HARDWARE CO
American
composers.
Once,
when
he
;
By
an
odd
freak
of
fate
the
musiGet Your Coal Now Btfore the
exciting."
the office of the company, 5 Lindsey street, Rock
468 Main St.. Rockland. Tel 791. Jg-tf
was
sought
to
have
their
works
!
cian
who
labored
so
valiantly
in
the
Price Goes Up
Urban was born ln Vienna, and his
WIIEN IN BOSTON^You can buy
land, Maine.
father, one of the Austrian capi performed at a music festival tn l cause of American music is best' reTEL. 1076
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
England.
he
was
invited
to
send
one
,
called,
after
nearly
half
a
century,
J B. PAULSEN
tal's leading educators, mapped a
home news, at the old South News
Camden-Rockland
Water
Co.
39 UNION ST.
ROCKLAND
!irncI' w*"hlngton St., next Old South
law career for him. Urban assented of his own compositions. He refused j by the tune he composed for a CaTel. Thomaston 84-2
109-8-tf
1278M
Tremont 81° “
Ande,m‘Q'» 2«
meekly until he had been enrolled on the ground that he was born in nadian National anthem.

THE REALM OF MESIC

PROBATE COURT

WANTED

FOR SALE

Summer Cottages

TO LET

REAL ESTATE

CAMDEN-ROCKLAND WATER CO
Its Six Per Cent
Cumulative Preferred Stock

MISCELLANEOUS

PILES

DR. JAMES KENT

>

Every-Other-Day

r
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PATRONIZE HOME INDUSTRY
KNOX COUNTY COMMERCIAL DIRECTORY

ROCKLAND
Shire city of Knox County with a population
ping center of forty coast and inland towns It ls
Hancock Counties with a total trade area of 75,000
the hub of several steamboat and air lines as well

GRUNOW WINS GREAT VICTORY
t t , T f__ T T T - T

of 9,000 ls the wholesale distributing point and retail shop
the one large trading center of Knox, Lincoln, Waldo and
people. It is the center of a One system of highways and
as the eastern terminal of the Maine Central Railroad

RE-TIRE

YOUR
CAR

This Refrigerator Alone Earns the Distinction Of a Place In
the Hall Of Science At the Century Of Progress

GRUNOW

AT THE

ALL NEXT WEEK

REFRIGERATORS

CAMDEN-THOMASTON BUS LINE
FILLING STATION

No Belts
No Pulleys
No Pressure
No Pistons
SALES Ab SERVICE

ASK L’S A3OUT OUR NEW DISCOUNT SYSTEM
LIBERAL ALLOWANCES ON OLD TIRES

442 MAIN ST.,

$1.00 Ties,

59c

50c Ties,

39c
10c

25c Ties,

Watch ThLs Ad and Save Money

House-Sherman, Inc.

OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT

105 MAIN ST.,

FIRST CLASS

TRUCKING SERVICE
AND FURNITURE MOVERS
'
FOSTER’S TRANSFER

W. R. FOSTER, Prop.
Tel. Thomaston 139-3 Rev. t hg.

ROCKLAND
ADVERTISERS...

SANDWICHES, MAGAZINES
Lunch with us at the
Eastern Steamship Dock
TOBACCO
CIGARS

SCALLOPS
The njost delicious of all

»'

sea foods
—AT—

“THE CHOICE OF A NATION”
Lynn Range OU Burners Are Outstanding Favorite—Winning
Through Sheer Merit. Ask for Demonstration. We Sell Range
Burners of All Pricec. Furnace Burners, Parts and Aceesorles.

FEYLER’S

A. C. McLOON & CO.

TILLSON AVE.,
ROCKLAND
TEL. 1191
-

503 MAIN ST.

TELEPHONE 01

TEL. 730

PROMPT SERVICE

ROCKLAND AUTO SUPPLY CO.
75 PARK STREET, ROCKLAND. ME.
(Opposite Gulf Filling Station i
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
EVERYTHING FOR THE AUTO

EASTERN GRAIN CO
C H. Merrifield, Mgr.
Store, Elevator and Mill
PARK ST., NEAR R. R. STATION
TEL. 746

Flour, Corn, Oats, Cotton

, ANDREW REKILA
Boot and Shoe Repairing
Neatly Done
320 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
Over Haatlngs’ Dry Goods Store
shine;

TWO

Established 1825

THOMASTON

HARBORS1DE LUNCH

Take Advan'aje of ThLs New
Classified Display
Rrad the Center of This Page

ARE CHEAPER

THE
THOMASTON NATIONAL
BANK

. E. A. AMES

ROCKLAND

A

THOMASTON

TIE SALE

SUPER SAFE
ELECTRIC

with KELLY-SPRINGFIELD TIRES

A

Sharing honors with Searsport as Maine’s most beautiful town, has an Interesting historic background
to enhance its present charm. Stately homes set well back from wide, cool elm arched streets set Thomas
ton apart as an ideal residential town. Here ts found the famous Knox Mansion, museum of rare historical
gems of the Revolutionary period, surrounded within easy driving distance by Innumerable spots of Revolutionary
and colonial significance. Too, modern Thomaston presents an active business aspect including within its cor
porate limits the great $4,000,000 mill of the Lawrence Portland Cement Co.

POOL

seed Meal and Mill Feeds

SHINE PARLORS

PRESSED HAV AND STRAW
COARSE DAIRY AND MINERAL
SALT

Op. Thorndike. Op. Hotel Rockland
Shoes Cleaned and Dyed

STEVE ALEX

NELSON CARR
WHOLESALE
CONFECTIONERY
TeL 1243

VACATION TIME
We Have a Full Line of
CAMERAS
FILMS
BATHING CAPS
SUNBURN LOTION
■And other Summer Needs
Let us do your Developing and
Printing
Twenty-four Hour Service

McCarty’s DrugStore

Model of the Grunow mechanism showing the detail in full view as seen ln
,
the display room of House-Sherman, Inc.
s
Far more than the proverbial1 watching it spellbound, learning,
1001 wonders of the world are many of them, for the first time
available for all who care to see. that ‘hf electricity itself which opcrates the mechanism of a refrigera, at tne
the vn.cago
Chicago vemury
Century or
of progress
Progress.
fo J() wifh
I or what the man in the street still (h(. actua, main,enance of the co|d
chooses to call the Worlds Fair. temperature.
In the Hall of Science one may
Every electric refrigerator con
learn of what has been done in the
tains some kind of gas which re
past,
what
is
created
in
the
scien
past, aw e c—. ... moves the hcat first> and then is

n ic preen , an " ia
squeezed to become a liquid again
holds forth for man and science.
1
.
,
, , ’
i
i
l . ,uu.,n
i and starts its cycle ot heat removal
In a booth at this same Hall ot I
. 7,
. , •
Science is one of the wonders of the aH
again, ln most electnc re
present age-a refrigerating me- fngerators this gas operates under
chanism that enables the layman to Pressure and therefore it would he
see just what is happening in the dangerous, and impossible to have it
interior of his electric refrigerator circulating through glass tubing
—what freezes the ice cubes and
In the Grunow Super-Safe Elecwhat keeps the temperature of the trie Refrigerator the refrigerant
cabinet at the right point for pre- “Carrene” is a liquid under most
serving food—and health, which is'conditions. It can be handled in
dependent upon good food.
| open pails like water, in fact, it
This particular refrigerating unit i looks like water. It does not operis the only one in the Hall of ate under pressure but under a
| Science. It was chosen by the Fair | vacuum. Therefore, there is no
, for the sole reason that it is the only danger of bursting equipment.
! refrigerating unit in the world suitBecause of these briefly stated
ed to revealing its “inwards” to an facts the Grunow was chosen as the
amazed public. This unit, an in- sole refrigerator to be shown in the
tegral part of each Grunow Elec- Hall of Science at the World’s
j trie Refrigerator, manufactured by Fair. House-Sherman Inc., local
the Grunow Corporation of Chi- Grunow agents, will be pleased to
I cago, operates at the World's Fair demonstrate this sensationally sucpartly under glass. Crowds are cessful refrigerator at any time.

DORNANS BUY GILLCHREST PLANT

606 MAIN ST., RANKIN BLOCK

PARISIAN BEAUTY
SALON

BEGGS’

Marie A Laney. Prop.
67 PARK ST..
PHONE 898
Frederics Vita Tonic
Permanent Waves

DOUGHNUTS

Well Known Firm Of Memorial Workers Will Make
Very Extensive Improvements

GEORGES RIVER

OUR

FRESH CRABMEAT
50c lb.

SUNDAY DINNERS

at $1.00
ARE VERV POPULAR

Chicken, Lobster, Freah Vegetable
Prove li for yourself, family and frieiu j, by trying one of these
Served From 12.90 io 2.00 P. M.

KNOX HOTEL, Thomaston, Me.

Roiled and Picked Daily
Delirious for Salads, Sandwiches

TEL. 15

MITCHELL & SON
WATER ST.,

NICE LINE OF

' HARDWARE
BAY STATE: PAINT
FLY SPRAY AND SPRAYERS
WINDOW SHADES,
.10
CAMP JUG,
1 00
PAPER PLATES,, pkg.,
.10
PAPER NAPKINS, 30 for
.05
SEVEN JAR CANNER,
1.50
JAR RUBBERS, ETC.

E. E. STUDLEY
131 MAIN ST.,

THOMASTON

THOMASTON

A

WANTED
A

THOMASTON

DRUGGIST
To Use This Space

SPORT SHOES
For Men, Women and Children

PENTTILA’S
INSTANT shoe repairing
83 MAIN ST.,
THOMASTON

Strout Insurance Agency
J. Waiter Stiout Alfred M. Strout
Insurance in all its branches
Probate Bonds
Notary Public
Vinal Building Phone 158
110 MAIN ST., THOMASTON, ME.

CAMDEN

4 Ji

This charming town is richly endowed by nature with magnificent bits of mountain, lake and rugged
scenery of old ocean-—famed the nation over for its palatial summer homes and beautiful Beauchamp Point.
Withal it is a delightful town with its busy mills and thriving market place, an ideal place ln which to live.

BOYNTON-McKAY
DRUG CO., Inc.
CAMDEN, ME.

A Prescription Drug Store
for over 65 years

REMEMBER, YOU CAN OBTAIN

SHELL FUEL OIL
Any Time, Anywhere In the County of Knox on a Reverse Call to
Camden—2024

Your trouble Lsn't your oil burner—It's Your Oil.
Change to SHELL and Feed the Difference

An Old Pharmacy
for the Dornan products. The ’
With Young and Modern Ideas
Dornan firm is one of high repute
“Where Old Meets Young"
through many years and their pur
CAMDEN. ME.
Twice the Size of Ordinary Ones
chase
of
the
Thomaston
property
is
j
TRY THEM!
well received.
It Pays To Look Neat!
An outstanding sample of the
Handwork a Specialty
1835
1933
plant of Hollis H. Gillchresf in work of the firm of Dornan is the ,
ANASTAS1O BROS.
E.
A.
GLIDDEN
&
CO.
CHIROPODY, MANICURING, SHAMPOOING AND PERMANENT
Thomaston. The new owners an resurfaced name tablets of the Knox
SIMON K. HART
County Trust Company. The cutBarbers
Waldoboro, Me.
WAVING
MONUMENTS sz-s-tf
nounce plans decidedly pleasing to
53 Pleasant St. Rockland Tel. 911M
I ting away of the old marble surface 1
MILLINERY. LADIES' AND CHILDREN'S FURNISHING
Over Woolworth's 5c A 10c Store
ROCKLAND
716 MAIN ST.,
Artistic Memorials in Stone
property owners along Thomaston's , deep enough to eliminate the old
34 MAIN STREET, CAMDEN, ME.
122adL
lettering
of
the
Security
Trust
|
'beautiful Main street.
The exterior of the Gillchrest Company was a big joh/in itself for
I Thursday, after a visit with Mrs
Mrs.
ROCKPORT
•
WARRFN
Delora Morrill, Russell avenue.
works will he entirely changed anJ ' <»f course the great marble blocks
Mtss Mabel Pottle was luncheon
Mrs. Minnie Crozier has returned
Mr. and Mrs. William Teague of brou ,ht int0 keepinK with the state-i coulll
h«- removed The Dorguest Thursday of friends in Camden. from a short trip to Boston.
Canaan. Conn., are spending a few
.
,
nans brought along a heavy truck
Stanley Ireland of Mattawamkeag
The Trytohelp Club will meet Mon weeks with Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence b' colonial structures « u i ia\< |oa(j 0{ m()dcrn equipment and a
Rich ln tradition and charming old day folk lore is St. George, most historic of Knox County’s towns.
spent the weekend at the home ot day evening at the home of Mrs. Kalloch.
,
! brought almost national fame to the crowd of admiring citizens con- Every foot of its fertile fields or rugged shore ls hallowed ground, scene of some happenstance of tragedy
Mrs. Matilda Erickson. Returning be, Josephine Wall with Mrs. Diana Pitts
Mtss Alice Walter returned Thurs- home town of General Knox. 1 he stantlv watched the skilled work or humor in days long passed. The present day St. Oeorge, comprising a group of prosperous hamlets centered
was accompanied by his three daugh as hostess
day from Rockland where she had whole main buildrng will be raised |men at tbfjr delicate task. The about historic Tenant's Harbor, though smaller by far In population than a half century ago Is rich ln natural
ters. Dorothy. Ruth and Nora Jean,
Mrs. Marshall E. Reed and daugh
who had been visiting their grand ter Dorothy of Roxbury have been been guest since Tuesday of her aunt considerably above its present level blocks were finally accurately resources leading to prosperity, paving on a large scale agriculture, fl&herlea and many beautiful summer estates.
mother for two weeks
guests this week of Mrs. Minnie mj-s Addle Leach
and needed remodelling and recon- panelled and clean as the driven
N. J. Pottle of Providence and Mr.1 weJd
LISTEN FOLKS
and Mrs. Louville Pottle of Belfast I
„
. ... , ,, 1 Mr. and Mrs. William Barrett en struction done. 1 hen the exterior sn0Wi ready for the new lettering,
You don't know what you’re miitinf
were recent guests of Mr. and MreJ
Prances Schell and Miss Julia tertained
_______ ____________
_
will be painted colonial white. 1 he ar,d today the completed job affords
William Cole of Abington,
if you don't visit
Elmer C St Clair
; McGregor of Staten Island and Miss Mass., and J. P. Cole of East Booth- grounds will be raised to correspond p|easure to all who see it and satisLYNN BURNERS
Miss Betty Gordon who has been «elcn
°l New, Yor,k
r£e"1- I u
“
The
Big
Elm Tea Room”
j
i with
*.i_ .L_
the L...1.1
building andi graded in
m faction to the skilled artists who did
Tuesday.
house guest of Miss Marion Weidman !
°v'!rni8hl guests of Mrs. Ralph bay, m.
There’s wonderful things to eat there
WATER SYSTEMS
Fifty members of the Congrega keeping with other properties. the work.
from
for ten days left Thursday for Mill -1 BlaKelyLobster Dinners at 1.00; Chicken
We Also Sell the
bridge.
| At the Baptist Church Sunday will 1 tional Sunday School picnicked Planting of grass and shrubbery
Dinners at 75c
Pork, Beef, and other dinners at 50c
The yacht Cuttysark which was in | be observed as Flower Day. Service Thursday at Jefferson Lake and re will be made to bring dignity and .
Have you tried Beggs’ doughCLARION RANGE
and less
the harbor Thursday night left Fri- j of worship will be at 11 a. m. with port a fine time.
Used Care of All Kinds
beauty to the premises used in pro- j
with llome>made dress
day afternoon for Boothbay Harbor. .
„ j Mr. and Mrs. E. O. Teague arrived ducing memorials in stone which i nuts: They are twice as large 4s Ixibster Salad
Made In Maine
ing at 45c, down to
General Insurance
Miss Vera Bray went Thursday to
ioX' “ctionThu^h
Lunches of all kinds and then those
Beggs’ home
Lincolnville where she will remainpr?pr , to the occasion enuren Thursday from Windsor. Vt., and are 1 inust jn themselves possess dignity other doughnuts.
delicious Home-made Ices
several weeks with relatives.
I
at. 10: at
7“ se™lce prT visiting George Teague for a few and beauty.
cooking also makes delicious pies,
BUNDAY, JULY 23 SPECIAL
A satisfactory amount was netted
1 ** 8‘ven/° «*** and «lrl
A
Big Banana Split at 10 cents
daysThe interior will be modernized cakes, fig squares, etc. Call and get
TEL. 55-5 TENANT'S HARBOR
TENANT'S HARBOR, ME.
TENANT’S HARBOR.
TEL. 6-2
by the Methodist Ladies' Aid as a re- £££
touqwet con taming ^he
Sunday
morning.at
the
Congregaan
d
par
t
fitted
up
as
a
display
room
a
quick
lunch.
suit of the mock trial which was ‘ar8e®t number or varieties of wild
____________________ ______
. _________________
staged at Town hall Tuesday and flowers' A
°f the,
?ust tional Church Rev. H. I. Holt will
speak on, "If Democracy Fails, Get
"
Wednesday evenings, under the dlrec- arCC™,^
h
hT Ready.”
Mr. and Mrs. Shirley Kelley and
shoemaker for many years. He was a
n. H., summering at her home at Store, Thomaston, and the Maine
WALDOBORO
tion of Miss Betty Gordon of Chicago.
a"d llst must
at the church by
member of King Solomon's Lodge, family spent the weekend in Nicolin
Dr. Katharine Abbey, head of the East Warren, is guest this week of Music Co. in Rockland,
Miss Della Everett and Mrs Frances ‘
F.&A.M., and the funeral services guests of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Sweeney.
history department at the Woman's Mr. and Mrs Fred Mathews.
I
——
Mr! and Mrs. Sherman Keene of were conducted Sunday afternoon at
Frullo of Waltham, Mass., are j
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Harding had
College, Tallahassee. Fla., who with
Ralph Spear is painting the barn cen^n°Te^S70n1S8-M Rockland Miss New York have been guests of Miss
visiting their sister Mrs. Maynard C.
APPLETON RIDGE
Miss Leila Venable, co-worker on the at the Lawrence Kalloch home.
cents TeI- 1018 M' KX)CKlana Mlss Julia Kaler and Misses Jessie and the lodge rooms. Rev A. O. Davis, as recent guests Rev. Mary Comer,
Ingraham.
87-lt
Lamb.
pastor of the Methodist Church Miss Bliss and Mtss Wilson of East
|n the dam at the woolen
Faye Keene.
Miss Arline Ingraham returned
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Olson and same college faculty, is spending the |
officiated, and interment was ln the Northfield, Mass.
summer
at
the
Porter
place
at
the
m
iu
are
being
repaired.
Wednesday from a visit of three weeks daughter of Brunswick, and Miss
Mrs. Lydia B Morse, Mrs. Harold German cemetery.
Mrs. Clarence Smith entertained
When you see a married couple
and Mrs Howard A Weich
with relatives in Massachusetts
R. Smith and Miss Ellen A. Smith at
Maxine Tobey of Augusta were call Monument, suffered a fracture of the I
H. E. Mank, who owns the wood the ladies' aid this week at an allcoming
down
the
street
the
one
who
right
wrist
and
a
cut
on
the
forehead
were
special
guests
Thursday
at
Dr. and Mrs. C. E. Weidman of Mar ers Monday at A. H. <fe L. N. Moody’s.
tended the meeting of Pemaquld working mill on Depot street, has day session. When the other mem
cellus, N. Y., arrived Thursday for a
bought the house owned by the late bers arrived Mrs. Smith had tables all
Those attending the entertainment which required three stitches Wed- ga^y shores. South Pond, when 40 is two or three steps ahead is the Chapter D.A.R., at Montpelier.
visit with their niece Miss Marion presented at the Orange hall Wed- nesday afternoon when the car in niember8 of the Brotherhood and La- one that’s mad.—Macksville (Kan.)
Mrs. Harold Benner of Belmont, Reddlngton Shuman and will move set out on her attractive lawn under
the trees, and she served one of her
Weidman.
nesday evening by the "Musical We” which she was riding toward Union dies. Circle of Littlefield Memorial Enterprise.
Mass., is guest of her father S. A hts family there
famous fish chowders. The weather
Mr. and Mrs. William M. Crockett, were amply repaid. May great suc- was ditched Just below the Benjamin Church of Rockland met there for
Jones.
entertained at dinner Wednesday j cess crown the efforts of these girls, Watts residence, the driver, Miss picnjc supper
VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND
Will teach ln Waldoboro one day was perfect and It was a very enjoy
Mrs. Florence Shuman has been
1
weekly if desired.
Mabel Lamb, able day for everyone.
night, Charles Kibble of East Milton. | Haying seems to be in order every- Venable losing control in the loose , Howard We’,ch Jr ,g spending a few
j visiting in Gorham.
STEAMBOAT CO.
Mr. and Mrs Walter Rapp and
Mass.. Alfred K. Crockett of South1 where and the past three days the gravel. The car, a Ford V-8 had a days guest of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
1 Mrs Joseph Stafford has returned teacher of piano, Rockland, 1018-M
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT
i bent „steering
children of Waltham. Mass., and
87-lt
Portland and Mrs. David E. Crockett weather has been very favorable.
from Bangor.
_ gear and sprung
, frame Dorman at their cottage at Sandy
JUNE 20 TO SEPTEMBER 15
Nicolin were dinner guests Wed
of Camden.
I________________________________ i Callers Thursday evening on Shores South Pond
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Benner of
Eastern Standard Time
George Teague and Mrs. Delia Hayes j A jine socjai time was enjoyed
nesday at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Charles Brann has returned to I
DAILY. 8UNDAY8 EXCEPTED
j Gardiner passed the weekend at
TREMONT
Jacob Kelley.
|
and Miss Marie Hayes his house Thursday afternoon and evening at
Vinaihaven Line
her home on West street after spend
' Thomas P. Benner’s. Miss Marjorie
Mrs Edw. Howe. Miss Harriet Wil
guests from Somerville, Mass., were tjje jawn party to which Mrs. G. D
......
........leaves
........ Rockland dally except
- Benner remained for a longer visit.
Steamer
ing the winter with her daughter Mrs.
Admiral and Mrs. Richard Byrd ’
Mrs. Helen Smith of Thomaston and Q0U]d was a most gracious hostess. ®u”d.ay ftt. ,6,,00 * M
'.Sd
Carrie Bennett at South Portland.
Mrs. A. F. Bond and Miss Helen nnd family are at the Winsor cottage J liams. John Daw and Kenneth SawMr. and Mrs. William Teague ol
by Mrs. Eii^beth Robinson, 3*™ %/TeSV ^
Mrs. G. F. Currier entertained
; Bond have leased an apartment lp ! West Tremont, for the summer. This [ ver motored to Winterport and re
friends Thursday afternoon in hpnor
'Canaan, Conn.
Mrs. Lillian Simmons and Mrs. Reta Vinaihaven at 8.30 A M and 4 30 P M G. A. Levensaler’s house and will re ' is the third year that Admiral Byrd ( turn Sunday.
Mrs. Bert Sawyer spent several
of the birthday anniversary of two of
1 Among those from Warren who Cobum, ln the serving of supper a Arriving at Rockland 8.50 A. M. and side there.
; has leased the cottage.
P M
davs this week in Portland.
her guesls, Mrs. Mildred Rhodes and
went Wednesday evening to the 6 o’clock. Fifty circle members and 5.50Stonington
Mrs.
Ella
Marshall,
Miss
Edith
Ben
and Swan’s Island Line
Mrs. Marlin McLaughlin (Helen] The Bernard-McKtnlev Bridge
Miss Mary Brann. Sewing was the j Since 1840 this firm has faunre'ir | meeting of the past grand and past friends were present, including many I 8teamcr"lleave”"swai"s island dally ex- ner and Miss Frances Crowell were
Wooster) daughter of Selectman J Club was entertained at Raven Rocks
chief diversion. A daintily decorated j served the families of Knox County noble grand association of Knox summer residents of Warren.
I cept Sunday at 6 00 a. m . Stonington recent Bar Harbor visitors
and Lincoln Counties held at TenMr. and Mrs. Earl Sheldon have I
North Bav’®n
d“J t0at Miss Anne Ashworth and Miss ' Joseph Wooster of Tremont. Is assist- ] Friday evening.
birthday cake was included in the re-,
LADY ATTENDANT
ant’s Harbor were Mr. and Mrs. Fred moved into the Loring Packard rent, j “aves Rockland «2 oo p m North Haven Sarah Ashworth are in St. Johns- ant hostess at Lucerne-ln-Maine. j
treshments served by the hostess.,
Her husband ts also employed there
Day Telephone 450—781-1
The limltation-of-arms conference
Other guests were Mrs. Wilma Rhodes,
E. Mathews, Mrs. Laura Brackett, i Tickets for “Breezin’ Along,"to be 1 300, Stonington 4 00; due to arrive «t bury, Vt.
Miss Doris Hyler, Mrs. Gertrude given Julv 28, at Glover hall under Swan's island about s oo P. M
Jefferson P. Vannah, who had been as life guard.
Mrs. Georgia Rhodes, Mrs. Clara
will pass into history noted chiefly j
BURPEE
’
S
afternoon
train
from
•On
arrival
of
Mr. and Mrs. Kirk Bumford and (nr its nazn limltaf Innc Won. D. lnon.v I
ir. ill health for several months, died
Starrett, Charles Young and Mrs. the auspices of Mystic Rebekah Boston.
Lane and Miss Lillian Brann.
for Its own limitations.—New Orleans
ROCKLAND, MB
suddenly Friday. He had always 'family of Arlington, Mass., are at
Shirley Bowley.
i Lodge, are on sale at Gardiner’s Drug
Charles Kibble and daughter Mil
B H. STINSON
Oeneral Agent.
been a resident of Waldoboro, and a 1 thelr cottage here for the summer. States.
Mrs. Ada Morse Grose of Concord,.Store, Warren, MacDonald's Drug 73-tf
dred returned to East Milton, Mass.,

25c dozen

Thomaston folk will be especially
inierested in the recent expansion
■ of the well known monumental
' works of W. E. Dornan & Son of
East Union xvho have bought the

GEORGE H. THOMAS FUEL CO.

DR. CLEMERET M. WALDEN

Beggs’ Home Cooking

A

ST. GEORGE
DODGE AND
PLYMOUTH

A

FRIGIDAIRE

CARS

HENRY K. ALLEN

Harold H. Hupper

7i w/zu w/a/r/

rMRALMtNG 4
XMBUIANG

I
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Visit the General Motors Building, Century 0/ Progress

IN

ENJOY COOL, REFRESHING BREEZES

SUMMER

. . . VENTILATION WITHOUT DRAFTS IN WINTER!
Wo«iI«I you choose a car that forced you to risk stormy weather driving

controlled! Each passenger has, at his finger-tips, the ventilation he

tchcn it is not

prefers. ... If you want the benefits of this epochal development in

neccssary? . . . Why not, instead, choose a car that eliminates these

closed car comfort—buy an Oldsinobilc. Go, today, to the Oldsmobile

Choose Oldsinobilc—the Six or Straight Eight—Style

dealer in your neighborhood. He will gladly arrange a demonstration.

with clouded windows—refused you a fresh atmosphere

shortcomings?

leaders of thc year! Oldsinobilc provides this comfort, because it has
bodies by Fisher—with the new Fisher Ventilating System! . . .

Fisher Ventilation means closed car comfort undreamed of a year
ago.

However warm it may be out of doors, it’s always much cottier

inside your Oldsinobilc. Women’s hair holds its perfect dress. Tobacco

smoke vanishes.

of air.

There arc no clouded windows, no annoying blasts

OLDSMOBILE
She Style Seader

You have all the cool comfort a breeze can bring—vet you

don't pay its penalties. . . . And Fisher Ventilation is individually

THE SIX s745

„P THE EI6HT *845

MUNSEY MOTOR COMPANY
ROCKLAND, MAINE

21 LIMEROCK STREET
formed here with Fred Romkey as
VINALHAVEN
general manager. The fee to join, he
says, ls two bits, and several have
Union Church Sunday School pic
William Read of Lynn. Mass., was become members. One of the board
a recent guest of his sister Mrs. Earl planes was tried out Friday of last nic will be held July 2ft at City Point.
Thc bus will leave Creed's Garage at
Barter.
week, and several got sensational
Mrs. Albert Smith and daughtcr spills. The surf board was towed by 8 30 a. m. Everyone tain; th(ir
lunch.
Arlene of West Somerville, Mass., Mr Romkey's fast speed boat.
The Mother's Club enjoyed an out
arrived last week to snend the sum
Rev.
J
Harvey
Moore
and
family
of
mer with hcr mother Mrs. Emma M. Poughkeepsie, N. Y. arc at their cot ing Thursday at Smith's Point ar.d 40
chlldrcn were present
Torrey. Mrs. Smith's sons James
and Lcrmond. Harvard students, ar tage on Ocean avenue for thc sum-' H. P. Farrow of Rockland real
rived several weeks previous to their mer.
estate agent, is a guest at Seaside cot
Lots of people have been catching tage
moth-ar and sister.
Capt. and Mrs. Niles Cameron mackerel in the harbor the past week j Miss Alma Libby entertained a p'cand children have returned home with thc old fashioned jig. It has nic party Thursday at the Merrie
from a vacation which was spent at been quite a long time since these Mac's, Shore Acres, in honor of her
Boothbay Harbor and thair home at fish came here before, and one man friend Miss Marjorie Edwards of
madc a catch of 150 in one day last j Wollaston, Mass.
Southport.
Herbert Coombs of Bangor arrived
Mrs. Melvin Ludwig and daughter week.
Miss Louise are euests of Mr and
I had a card from “Boze.” He Tuesday and is guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs R J. MacKenzie. The Ma:- thinks our understanding of gulls is William Smith, East Boston road
Kenzie's are also entertaining thair nix. He says “the seagulls fly on I Stephen Gould of Washington, D
granddaughter and other guests board the Boston boat, into the dm- 1 C„ Is guest of Mr. and Mrs. Porter
from Bridgeport, Conn.
Ing room and take food right off the Lawry.
Mr. and Mrs. James Devoll of Bos
Lermond Smith has been spending guests' plates.” Well Boze. those
the weak with his aunt Mrs. Alice gulls must get on board in Boston. ton were dinner guests Thursday at
There arc none like that in Maine. the home of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Comstock of Rockland.
E. Young.
Eugene Burnham and Donald
The editor speaking of humming
Charles Chilles and son Fred
Reynolds of Lynn were weekend birds, reminds us that one day last Chilles were visitors in Rockland and
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Barter! month two cf these handsome birds Waldoboro Thursday.
and daughtcr Miss Ruth.
flew into the store of H. F. Kallocn
Ralph Earl and sons Jack and
Miss Delia Bickmore of Thomas & Co., the doors being open, and Ralph came from Philadelphia Wed
ton is standing a few days with hcr flew back and forth for quite a while, nesday and are at the home of Mr.
evidently looking us over. They and Mrs. Clinton Tcele.
sister Mrs. Etta Wall.
Mr and Mrs Shibles of Rorkport started flying against the windows
Miss Elizabeth Clayter was given a
wei? callers on Mrs Albert Smith and we feared they would Injure birthday surprise at her home Wed
themselves, so the correspondent nesday evening. Games were plavcd
Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Watts and son caught one ln his hands and the and refreshments served
The
Robert of Somerville. Mass., have other one alighted on the straw end hostess was the recipient of several
been guests the past two weeks of of a broom. Upon being taken to gifts. In the company were Alma
the door, away they flew. There is I.ibby, Mariorie Edwards. Aura Wil
Capt. and Mrs. Emerson Murphy.
• • • •
a nest made by these birds in the liams. Erdine Calderwood, Emily
Everyone is glad to learn that Wil ciabapple orchard back of our store Winslow. Nathalie Smith. Bessie
liam Cook is having first class treat house The eggs are about the size Clavter, Ruth Clark, Flora Hatch.
ment tn a New York hospital and Is of a green pea, we have been told.
Mr. and Mrs Charles Morton and
We never saw the eggs but we have Mrs. George Bachelder of Rockland,
improving:, although slowly.
seen
the
r.est.
E.
E.
Allen.
Mr. and Mrs Charles Wall were in
were dinner guests Thursday of Mr
the village Priday of last week calling
and Mrs. E. A Smalley.
Miss Harriet Vinal Is home from
on friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Julian H. Mabey ar First Man <in art museum)— Natick. Mass., where she has been
rived at their cottage last week to "Hallo! Here’s thc Mona Lisa."
teaching.
Second Man—"Aw, come on! That
Mrs. E. C McIntosh entertained
spend the summer.
Mrs. Reid R. Pierson and daughter dame's smile reminds me of my wife's the Sewing Club Thursday night at
Ruth are expected home from New when she thinks I'm lying. —Cleve a picnic 'upper on Lane Island shore.
Mrs. Ola Carver Ames entertained
York this week.

TENANTS HARBOR

A "surf

board” club

has

been land Plain Dealer.

her bungalow in honor of the birth
CUSHING
day anniversary of Mrs. Joseph Kit
tredge.
Mrs. Lillian Marshall of South
Mrs Herbert Conway has returned Portland has bean ln town, guest of
from North Haven.
her sister Mrs Hattie Orff.
Thc 8ilent Sisters spent Tuesday
Mrs. Lizzie Gilstrap of Rockland
at Craventhirst. The hostesses were and niece Miss Lois Hallowell were ln
Mrs. Charles Chilles and Miss Carrie towr. Saturday calling on friends.
Pendleton.
Mi: s Barbara Fales is spending a
Mrs. Andrew Bennett entertained : few days with her grandmother Mrs.
the Depression Club at bridge Tues Mary F.int at Hathorn's Point. Mrs.
day night. First honors went to Miss Plint recently met with the misfor
Muriel Chilles, second to Mrs. Her tune of badly burning the fingers on
bert Patrick.
one of her hands.
Mrs Paul Bramblett, came Tuesday
Mrs. Ethel Kenney and daughter
from Waltham. Mass., and Ls the guest, Barbara of Auburn arc spending a
of her parents Mr. and Mrs. Herbert vacation in town
Conway.
Mrs. Sjbil Young who has been
The following party enjoyed a pic visiting Miss Mina WoodciJtk has re
nic at Smith's Point Wednesday: Mr i turned to Pleasant Point.
and Mrs. O. V. Drew. Cleo Drew. ErMiss Alice Lounstoerry of Waltham,
lene Rosario. Mrs. Elmer Simmers. Mass, is the guest of Miss Carrie E.
Dorothy Conwav. Mr. and Mrs. E. A Wallace.
Smalley. Alice Erickson.
Mr. and Mrs. George Bates of
Miss Allegra Ingerson Ls employed as Buffalo', N. Y., Frank Jacobs, Warren
nurse girl at the Baker estate o' Henry and Mrs. Dorothy Schmid of
Cedar Lsland.
Thomaston were guests Monday eve
Miss Marjorie Drew and Clayton ning of Mr. and Mrs. C. H Wales.
Sellon of Cambridge arc guests of
Mrs. Susan Hopkins.
ROCKVILLE

EAST FRIENDSHIP
Mrs. Stanley Stone has been visit
ing relatives in Rockland and Thom
aston the past few days.
Willie Havener and family who
have been at the village for several
weeks caring for thp late George Ben
ner returned home last Saturdav.
Miss Natalie Orne of Monhegan is
visiting at C L. Fales.
R W Bradford and W A. Bradford
attended the funeral of L P Win
chenbach at Lawry last week Tuesday.
Miss Beatrice Havener is the guest
of Miss Fern Benner at North Cush
ing.
Roy Morton of the Virginia R. spent
the past few days with his family at
Wadsworth Point.
Mrs. Mary Grafton and Ruth
Copeland visited relatives in Thomas
ton Wednesday.
Mrs. Annie Bradford of Tnomaston
has been in this place for the week

'the Nccdlccraft Club Wednesday at visiting friends and relatives.

tion to visit her sister, she had no | and daughters Evelyn and Charlena
idea of all that had been planned for of China: Mr and Mrs. Lloyd Fitzger
Charlie Stone of Port Clyde visit her. She was the recipient of two 1 ald and daughter Arline.
Elsie Morton of South Thomaston
ed his grandparents Mr. and Mrs. F. handsome birthday cakes, one of
which was madc by her niece Miss was guest of hcr cousins Esther and
A. Flinton last Sunday.
Madeline Bradford and the other by ! Charlotte Robbins Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. A. "»V. Maloney were Mrs. Stone’s daughtcr Mrs. O. W | Ruth Cassidy is visiting hcr aunt
dinner guests Sunday of Mrs. E. Ci earner. Ice cream was also served j Doris Merrifield.
George Payne at George-Anna by the A happy evening was passed and i
Sea.
many good wishes bestowed upon
UNION
Miss Marion Coombs is confined to Mrs. Stone.
her home by illness.
Those present besides Mrs. Stone
Mrs. Daniel Dearborn has sold her
Mrs. Dorothy (Miller) Johnson of were the host and hostess Mr. and farm to Irvin Powell of West Wash
Thomaston, who has been seriously Mrs. Bradford. Miss Madeline Brad- ' ington and he will move his famlly
111 from pleuro-pneumonia, ls now at ford. Sydney Bradford, Mr. and Mrs there the first of August.
Knox Hospital, Rockland, where a O. W. Creamer, Gerald Creamer,■ Miss Nathala McKinley who has
surgical operation on her lung was Mrs. Annie Bradford of Thomaston
performed Monday. Much sympathy and Miss Phyllis Felker of Friend-: been visiting at Merle Robbins'
and best wishes are extended to her ship. Not only was it a birthday . returned Saturday to her home in
and it is hoped she may be steadily party, but it was discovered to be I Warren.
The telephone office will remain
also the wedding anniversary of Mr
improving
open an extra hour through the sum
Mr. and Mrs. H. Wellington Smith and Mrs. O. W. Creamer.
mer months, closing at 9.30 standard
entertained Tuesday at Sagamore
instead of 8.30.
Miss Van Norman and Miss Dey of
SOUTH HOPE
Mrs. Charles Esancy is in ill health.
Piovidence.
Capt. and Mrs. George Horton en
Bert Dearborn has bought thc John
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Roy
Gray
and
sdn
tertained Tuesday at Camp Reposo
Simmons place at North Union and
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Sleeper, Mrs. Jack of Auburndale, Mass., are guests is making repairs on the buildings
Vernon' Giles and sons Richard. j of Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Taylor.
Mrs. E. A: Hayes and daughter oi preparatory to moving his family
Robert and David of Rockland.
there.
Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge Bradford and ! Somerville. Mass., and Mrs. GordenShirley Grinnell of Burkettville has
|
off
of
Charlestown,
Mass.,
were
caller
’
,
Many tons of hay have been placed Miss Georgia Thomas of Portland are at Grassy Pond Gardens Wednes been a visitor at Merle Robbins.’
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Esancy ol
under cover this week. Thc farmers among thc latest ari .als at Saga day.
South Hope were visitors at Charles
nave been glad to have a few days ot more.
Milton
Jones
met
with
a
painful
Friends of Mrs. Laura Littlefield
real haying weather. Although grass
accident Monday at the Morton & Esancy's Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Waldo Holt of Port
was cut early this year it has been a who has been seriousl :’l in a hos Payson Mill. While clearing away
bad season for hay making with much pital at Ann Arbor. T* ?b., will be shavings the handle of his broom land were weekend guests at J. C.
pleased to learn that he was able
east wind and not a little foe
caught in one of the belts and drew Simmons'.
Mrs. Daniel Dearborn is seriously ill
Clarence Lamson and his sister Dr. to leave the hospital July 14. Friend' his arm into it making a bad break
Edna E. Lamson nave just completer) wishing to write her can now send I just below the elbow. He also lost one at the home of her son Fred Dear
born.
safely a motor trip to Oklahoma. On mail to her old address, 619 East finger.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Lane of East
their retprn they will go to Chicago University avenue. Ann Arbor, Mich
Prof.
L.
D.
Hemenway
and
family
and visit the Century of Progress Fair. Mrs Littlefield has a summer home are in Millbridge for a few weeks' stay. Gardiner, Mass., Mrs. Carrie Wilson
ln
this
place
and
ls
very
anxious
to
Charles A. Sherer, son of Dana A
Oeorge Teague of Warren was a of Belfast, and Mrs. Warren Layr
were callers at Mrs. W. C. Perry's
Sherer, has moved from Muskegon, get here before the season is over, caller ln town Wednesday.
and
she
will
be
gladly
welcomed.
Mien., wnere he has Seen working ior
Merrill Childs Is at home from Knox Tuesday.
the past two and a half years, to
Hospital and Is making good recovery
A Pleasant Occasion
Chicago. This is a promotion and
| from his recent accident.
Piano lessons, 50 cents. Class 25
permanent transfer. He writes that
Ingrid Gath accompanied by the cents Tel. 1018-M, Rockland. Miss
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Willie
he wishes it might have been to a Bradford of East Friendship was the two Dondis boys of Rockland has been Lamb.
87-lt
place nearer east.
scene of a happy gathering last at the home of her parents Mr. and
A man in a Boston court sp<
Tuesday evening, the occasion being Mrs. J. G. Gath for the week.
Hitler says he wants Germany in honor of the birthday anniversary
Visitors Sunday at W. C. Wellman’s language none of thirty lnterpi
only four years After that, prob of Mrs. Bradford's sister, Mrs. Olive were Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wellman ot could understand. We'll bet it
ably nobody will want It.—Norfolk M. Stone of Pleasant Point. The Dover-Foxcroft; Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Negro dialect as written by Ys
1 affair had been cleverly arranged and Carroll, and son Kenneth of Rock
Dispatch.
when Mrs. Stone received on invita- land; Mr, and Mrs, Herbert Esancy authors,—Mobile Register.

PLEASANT POINT

Every-Other-Day
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OCl ETY.
In addition to personal notes regard-p Mrs. F P Kittredge. Mrs. J. W
Ing departures and arrivals, this depart- Tapnhs and son and Mrs
I I
ment especially desires Information of |
a
t “v
'u " , .
..I
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc Meeks who have been visiting Mr.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be J and Mrs. P. M. Kittredge and
gladly received.
! friends in Milo returned Monday to
tei.kphonk .............................. 770 or 7M
Lauderdale. Pla.

At Rockland Breakwater
»<•

——
k

Z"

Mr and Mrs 8. C. Dougan ol New ( Miss Catherine Kittredge who has
York and Mr. one. Mrs. Lat tee ot1 befn ,he gueSf af the home of Mr.
Philadelphia, who have been at the j an{j Mrs. p m. Klttiedte, has reKnox House in Thomaston for a lew 1 furnc(j t0 Milo.
days called on Mrs. W. S. Wnite
Tuesday. They were dinner guests II Miss Virginia I. RacklilTc is
Wednesday night of Mr. and Mrs. visiting in Portland, the gucst of
W'lllam T. White at Spring Hill hcr cousin, Miss Carlene Snow.
Farm.
The card party Wednesday eve
iPcttit, Mi.* I'ted-rick E ”all.i:d j years, and which thc president visit(BY ZENETTE HALL)
Mrs. Lena Whitman and Mrs. ning sponsored by thc Auxiliary ol
_ 1 Mrs. George R. Wcsterfleld, Mr. and ed early this month.
Prank Sacker and chauffeur who I Sons of Union Veterans had three
Rockland Breakwater, July 22.—C
Mrs. James Wenman, also Mrs. David '
....
have been guests of Mr. and Mrs. 1 tables. Prizewinners were
Mrs of thc most popular gathering places J p. Manning, Mrs. Louis G. RoundAnother distinguished guest is
Prank Lyddie on the Old County Mary Jordan. Miss Mary Sylvester.
thc Misses Vct‘?a
,Fra,‘c“ George Wickersham. head of Former
road, returned to Providence Thurs Mrs. T. J. Foley and Mrs. Thomas at the SamOse t Hotel during the Pearson.
Mr. and Mrs. Watson H. President Hoover's Prohibition In
day.
McKinney. Mrs. Evie Perry acted midsummer days, is the outdoor Caldwell, Mrs. John H. Cochran of vestigating Commission, and Mrs.
1 as hostess.
Wickersham, of New York. Mr. and
swimming pool, adjoining thc tennis Brooklyn.
The Shakespeare Society will hold
Mrs Thomas Ewing of New York,
Mrs. Sarah Prescott has returned j courts, which is crowded during the
their annual picnic next Thursday
were here enroute to thelr summer
visit-----------------------with her brother.--Prank
at the home of Mrs. Leola Wiggir. ln from
----- --a-----. ------ - hour. An Invigorating dip i ■“*» »wk brings the usual number place "Pine Pillow" at Sorr-nto.
Warren. Alumnae members are ln- Calderwood. and other relatives ln 1
of newcomers to the Samoset. The |
_____
vited. Basket lunch at 12.30; thc J North Haven.
following several rounds of golf. a . "Forest Farm" cottage is now occuMr. and Mfs A j pftyram of
committee will serve coffee. Kindly ;
------brisk canter around the adjoining Pied by Mr. and Mrs. Fredrick Stan- lAngplps arp gupsts
thp samQset
phone Miss Littlefield. 1255-J for
Miss Minnie Smith has had
Cf-tatfS,
and
strenuous
tennis
matches
jrnc
’
wli!,
Irrivcri'
ve-Ucrdav
7nr
the
for
a
week
and
wil1
latcr
visit the
transportation
arrangements
by guest Miss Oeorgia Harkness
,
,
,
U1 , .
fcna' who arrlved yesterday for the ,M, Kinco on MoosphPad Lake. Mr.
Bangor.
Tuesday if possible.
is one of the most enjoyable features season Mrs^S angers mother Mrs. ard Mrs Arthur ,Jtt,p of
and
The Outing Club was charmingly at thls resort
fhe'^Ctect”3
* &
at|Palm Beach arc also guc-s,s for twf>
Mr Fred Lindsey Jr had as guests j
• . . oamwi.
.
jweeks before going to thelr summer
Thursday afternoon at her summer entertained at luncheon Wednesday
I place at Northeast Harbor. Mr. and
home in South Thomaston. Mrs. Fran- j by Mrs. Ann Haskell at her home in j Fourteen tables were in play at the i
Mrs Harry Blank, the former!Mrs. A. J. Federer of Maplewood. N
cis Louralne and daughter lone, and j Belfast. The afternoon was spent at weekly card party given at the SamJudith
Dohme,
of
Paris
is
arriving
J. whose son, Robert Federer is at
Mrs. Louraine's niece from Boston.'cards, sewing^ and
__ l^ 'Csrt last evening and among the
this week to visit her aunt, Mrs. 1 Wapello Camp on Crotch Lake, arc
Aiughteni'DorouJ^Ruth'imd'oiorZlL}
Ntw Yorkenl ParUclPatln« were Mrs Oeorge R. WcterfWd of New York. I weekend guest, here.
Pknic supper was served on the hill, J J O. Stevens. Mrs Zebedec Sim- Roger R Bambcr, Mr. and Mrs.
....
1
and swimming and croquet were , mons. Mrs. Lcoia Rose. Mrs. Earl Howard W. Albro, Mrs. A. S. Carman, I Mrs. James Roosevelt, mother of j Mr and Mrs. J. K. Frazier of New
McIntosh. Mrs. G. M Simmons. Mrs Mrs. E H Maxwell. Miss Anne Me- President Franklin Roosevelt, and her York, arc here for a visit following a
forms of entertainment.
N. P. Ccbb and Mrs. A. H. Jones.
Lcughlin. M s Theodore Cools Mrs. -ister, Mrs. Price Collier of Tuxedo stay at Poland Spring. Miss Mary
------i-r.oii
.u ui.
c. n
Park and Palm Bcach. visited the Flood and Mrs. Russell Gilchrist of
Mr and are
Mrs.guests
Charles
Hartford,
of Plummer
Mrs. F. of.
a"d
C E Bro:)ks mo- EtWUa Fwk.s and Ure Misses Estelle _______ pnroute
______ to Ute former's New York will leave for Mt. Washlorcd to Norway Wednesday, accom- and Helen Ficks, Mt u d . Ir» Leon- summer place at “Campobello" which Ington next week, following a lengthy
Bickmore, 33 Rankin street.
panied bv their niece. Miss Emily ard L. Hill, Mr. and Mrs. Atmore L. she has owned for more than fifty stay here.
Gammon, who had been visiting
Miss Bernice Lindsey had as guest them for several weeks, and Mrs.
Mrs. Nancy Brown, matron of the
Mr and Mrs William Sansom have
last week at her summer home ill Brooks' mother. Mrs. Louise Gam
STONINGTON LIONS
South Thomaston. Miss Mary Paia- mon. who will be guest for a few Leland Home for Aged Women, ‘n been spending thc past fortnight al j
dlno.
weeks of her son. Prank E Gammon. Waltham, Mass. arrives today to visit The Pines, their Crawford's Lake cot- J Going To Have Big Celebra
Miss Edna Payson and father. Henry tage.
__
__ Mrs. Walter Pickett of
Mrs. Ira Northey and Dr. Mervyn H Payson. Grace street, and other
Mr and
tion Next Wednesday With
Mr and Mrs. F. E. Taylor who have
Woodfords have returned after visit)* I Bird of Belfast were recent guests j relatives ln thc vicinity for a few
been occupying thelr cottage at Craw
Gov. Brann Present
ing Mrs. Fickett's parents. Mr. andf0( Mrs Nellie Bird.
weeks.
ford's Lake the past two weeks have!
Mrs. Ralph P. Conant. They were;
------------accompanied on their return by Mr$. i Miss Ada P Reed has returned to
Mrs. Charles Robishaw who has returned home. Mr. and Mrs P. E ! Congressmen Utterback and Moran
Henry Ulmer and son David, going Rumford after visiting Rcv. and been a patient at Knox Hospital v Taylor Jr. arrive from Philadelphia. wjl] j,p lhp gUPStg of honor with
to their home in East Vassalboro Mrs. C. E. Brooks.
: at thc home of Mr. and Mrs. B. B shortly, for a two weeks' stay.
Governor Brann at
day
alter spending several weeks with Mr.
------Robinson. Cushir.g.
and Mrs. Conant.
Mrs. Delia Sullivan of Orono is
-------Miss Rose Adams has as guest Miss held under the auspices of the Ston
ington Lions Club. July 26 at Fred
-----visiting her sister, Mrs. E. S. Bird,
Mr. and Mrs. Kendrie L. Libby and Elizabeth Call of Dexter.
Mrs. J. R. Flye had as callers Broadway.
daughter Katherine have returned
Williams' "Open Harbor Camp", West
Thursday Mrs. Annie Raymond and [
------from Kingfield where they visited
Mrs. Sumner Whitney had as , Stonington.
Mrs. Latham, of Plymouth. Mass.
Dr. and Mrs. W. E. Buck of Ran- Mr. Libby's parents, Mr. and Mrs. luncheon guests yesterday Mrs. jJ I| wp
1P Governor
and party and Con*The
ci
Mrs W. Otis Manuel and Frank dolph. Mass., and Mr. and Mrs j W. N. Libby.
Harry Boynton and son Stanley , gressmen Utterback and Moran, and [
Manuel, of Whitman. Mass. Mrs Joseph Strong of Auburndale, were
Boynton of Lexington. Mass, .and sizable delegations from Bangor. Bel- j
Raymond and Mrs. Flye although i recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. E.
Mrs. diaries A. Rose, and Mrs. W Crescent Beach, and Miss Virginia fast, old Town and Castine will ar- ’
friends for a long period of years had Morse at Crescent Beach.
H. Rhodes gave a bridge luncheon Snow.
■ give on the steamer Castine at the
not had a reunion for about 20 years, j
------H Sonntag Thursday at the Rose cottage, Cres
Stonington dock at 2.30 p. m. on the
The party was op the wav to Trenton, I Mr .uid Mrs. Carl
Frank Dodge of Edgecomb was in afternoon of July 26. Stonington will .
' | have as guest today Mrs. Elma w. cent Beach.
Mrs Raymond's native town.
the city Wednesday calling on rela- be appropriately decorated with flags
Ealy of Tallahassee. Fla. Mrs. Ealy
Mrs. May Ivison of Philadelphia j tives enroute to Vinalhaven to visit'and bunting and conspicuous ‘"welMr. and Mrs. Reginald Prescott is kindergarten supervisor in the arrived Thursday to be guest ofMrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Lafayette Smith and come" signs for visiting Lions. Oovhave been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Womans College of that city.
E. S. Bird for a few days.
other relativee and friends
exnor Brann will head a Lions parade
Harry Whitmore, North Haven.
—j
——
thrdugh the principal streets of St'.nMrs Walter L Wood of West Som
The T Club had picnic supper lastMiss Peggy McCabe and Miss Mary ington. at the end of the Field Pay
Mr. and Mrs John M. Pomeroy erville. Mass, is the guest of Mr. and
have as guest Mrs Pomeroy s sister. Mrs. E. J. Morey. North Main street. night at Birch Villa, thc summer I oFlaherty of Milton Mass and Festivities and the chief executive,
home of Mrs. Bertha French, Hos- Misses Mary and Helen Lacrosse were will give a brief address in the square,
Mrs E. Vere Powers and son Ken------given a supper party Tuesday at the When the steamer "Castine” is
wood, of Baltimore.
I Mr. and Mrs. Frank St. Clair and mer's Pond.
-------! home of Miss Helen Matson.
righted the boat of Frank McGuire
____
l£on who have been guests of Mr
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Murphy. Jr.. I
-------'will steam into the harbor and serve
Miss Maizic Joy goes to Bradford and Mrs. O. L. St Clair at Crescent
Mrs p p Bicknell gave a lawn as an escort to the vessel carrying
Vt. today to be the guest of Miss Jane Beach will attend a family party who have been guests of Prof, and
ln Freeport tomorrow, going thence Mrs. Wilbert Snow at Spruce Head i party and picnic supper Thursday the Oovernor and partv A band on
Welch who is summering there.
to Brunswick for a few days' visit return to their home in Cambridge. J j,Pr guests being the Karases Club Mr. McGuire's boat will blare forth
the members of which are Mrs. Clar- Hall to the Chief."
A tolly party Wednesday evening a( with relatives before returning to Mass., today.
' ence Barnard. Mrs. Harold Look I Preparations have been completed
the Dr C. F French cottage at Ash Milburn. N. J.
Miss Belle Spring has arrived from i Mrs. Nettie Bird Frost, Mrs Harold for making the field day one of me
Point celebrated the birthdav of Mrs.
Mrs Fuller Douglass and son Providence for the summer and is Connon. Miss Alfreda Perry. Mrs most momentous events in thc hisHiltcn Ames. It was a surprise, not
____
___ _______
an inkling
leaking________
out until the an* B;llv of Gardiner have been guests occupving the Crie apartments. Sum- Walter Spaulding of Mattapan. Mass . tory of Stonington and Deer Is’e.
Mrs. Kenneth Lord of Washington One of the objects of the event is tn
pearance of a birthday cake at th** i 0( Mr ar.d Mrs. C. E. Morse at Cres- mer street.
_____
D. C. and Mrs. Bicknell. Miss Alice introduce out-of-town Lions to the
close of a fish chowder supper. ‘ cent Bcach.
Those present were Mr. and Mrs. Al-,
M
d M john p Boynton » ml McPhail of Brighton, Mass, was a unsurpassed beauties of Deer Isle, a
den Perrv Mr and Mrs A B. Hunt- 'itr^far
Chapin Class
will bav
* an^te^of
Arnold
.stlPV havp
to | special
s-ummer
outings
Tuesday ,, - A
='Wp
vvesuey
nave returned
_ to
special guest,
guest. _
region^
ley and Mr. and Mrs Ames.
------ '”>'i"<’s mesoa/
; night at the roUage
where he will resume his position as | Mrs. Charles lewis entertained at known to tens of thousands of native
The TA-E Club met Tu-dav after-1 George I.. St. Clalr. Crescent ljeacn
7“ nm^No '»9 "andi head ' supper and bridge last evening ini Mainers on the mainland,
neon with Mrs Henry Jordan.
I rake basket lunch _ These> outtngs are foreman,« roon
inters. | honor of Mrs Eugene Cates of Lewis-! “With a
’/mJ ul
intended for members and families.
ton and Mrs. Ernest Redman and a susnenston bridge connecting vs
Mr. and Mrs H. E Kcywood have antt anyone wishing transportation
Mrs. F. A. Vezina of Danville. Hon-, with the mainland" said Frank MrMrs. Mary Gross entertained the ors fell to Mrs. Barrett Cotton. Mrs lOuire. a prominent member of the
as guest Mr. Kevwood's mother. Mrs.
asRed to call Mrs. St. Clair.
Jolly
Six
Club
Thursday
afternoon.
Rnd
prances
I Stonington Lions Club, “the Deer Isle
Harold Kcywood of Brookline. Mass.;
------region is about to come into its own.
------I Fred Keniston who is with the
, cctor „
____
Mr. and Mrs. L. R. Wiley of BanMiss Mareucrita Warren and Miss, The Deer Lsle region Includes some
Mrs. Wesley Tnurston and sons pj& Gamble
Company. Jit, St
_Jason.
____ ___________
Harkness of Lincolnville 120 square miles of woodlands and
Carleton and Ronald, have rc Bernard. Ohio, is spending 10 days gor were guests Thursday of Mrs.
turned froma visit with relatives in i wjth hi-s mother. Mrs. W. S. Keniston. Wiley's aunt. Hattie Kimball, at the Miss f,iadys Fernald of Thomaston. Irich farmlands. It is a region blessed
• '
South Main street.
Locusts, *!2 Camden street. Miss Georgia Harkness of Bangor and with unusual natural resources M’fh
New Hampshire
»
------1
—----Miss Minnie Smith were guests of|as Incomoarable stone quarries and
Carl
H
Sonntag
of
thc
T-awrence
visitors
in the city are Mr. and Mrs Mrs B A MUrphy in Friendship on thriving fisheries, and from a scenic
Misses Esther Nickerson. Nathalie
t standpoint it surpasses every other
Jones and Elzada North motored to Portland Cement Company ls in New James E. Rhodes and their young son Thursday.
Richard, of Hartford. Conn., the
-------section of the Maine coast. There
Belfast Wednesday, and dined at York on business.
•
-----guests of Miss Caroline Littlefield.
Mrmbers of Baraca Class-and all are several hundred miles of high
Beach Inn. Lincolnville Beach.
Mr. and Mrs. 8 D. Crosby have reother members of the Methodist class roads and sheltered coves and
Miss Margaret Nutt was Hostess to turned from a few days' visit with
The girls of thc "teen" age of the church are invited bv Capt. and Mrs | harbors make the region unsurpassed
the W I N. Club at luncheon and cards their^daughter, Mrs. Harvey Pease, in i world Wide Guild of the Littlefield Elmore Strout to be thelr guests at in the matter of safe boating. We
Thursday night at the home of Mrs. Wiscasset.
Memorial Church held a picnic at thc the ir new home in Newcastle Wcd- take pride in our lsland kingdom and
Carl E. Freeman. Glencove. Honors
------j Alden Pettee camp, Lermond's Pond, nesday. Take basket lunch
we want mainland Lions to become
were won by Mrs A. R Havener. Mrs
Mrs c. E. Brooks entertained thc
--------------acquainted with the beauties of Ston
John M. Richardson and Mrs! Ratpli , younger section of the junior depart- ) Mrs. Ibra Ripley and daughtcr
yr. and Mrs. B A Hodgdon and ington and Deer Isle.”
Glendenning.
ment of thc Methodist Sunday joan have returned from a month’s I daughters Sally and Frances of Committees aonointrd to have
—
school yesterday afternoon at the i visit with Mr. and Mrs. David John- white Plains. N. Y. and Mt. Desert charge of the field day. follow:
Dion E. Woolley of Mt Vernon. N parsonage. Games and a treat were ' ston in Quincy. Mass.
Mr. Riplev WPrP recent, guests of Dr. and Mrs.
Decorations. John Dunton. Milo
Y. and Pleasant Beach will be guest; high lights Mrs. Brooks was assist- also spent a week in Quincy with his r w Bickford enroute to their sum- Clarke, James Stinson, and Harold
of Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Thorndike the Pd by teachers of the classes. Miss family.
mer home.
J Small; reception D. Jewett Noves.
Ruth Marston. Miss Esther Chapman
______ ____
coming week.
Gordon
Mckay. Francis McGuire,
and Stanley Gay.
The Junior World Wide Guild of
Harold Roberts and family have and Prpd williams: program and cn
Dr. and Mrs. Dana S. Newman
------the Littlefield Memorial Baptist closed their rummer home Trial Mark tertainment Dr. L. O. Tewksbury,
had one of the jolliest parties of the
Mrs. R C. Wentworth and Mrs i church held a picnic yesterday at Farm, on the Owl's Head road, and „aroid Small. Harry Gerrish; bake.
sraron Thursday night at Crescent Harold Burgess gave a supper party the Seavey camp. Cushing. Sixteen returned today to New York.
I.ToHn Dunton. George H Noves and
Beach where they are spending the last evening at the Burgess cottage members, with friends, were present
-------'Arthur Spoffard; publicity. Dr. L. O.
summer. Hamburgers and wienies . Megunticook Lakc.in honor of Mr Swimming, boating, fishing and
Mrs Walter Spaulding of Matta- Tewksbury and Harry Buxton; argracsd the picnic supper. The menjand Mrs. William
Porter ofNew berrying were enjoyed, and a nice pan. Mass., and Holiday Beach, and rangements, RAv Small the Rev. G.
pulled off a baseball game witn yori{.
picnic dinner.
Mrs. James O'Hara, have returned
Fitzpatrick and Charles Cleveland
many novel and unusual plays, a
from Boston They were accompanied finance, Cressey Morrison. G. If.
mystery baseball causing some be
Leatricc Nutt of Glencove spent by Mrs. Elizabeth MoPhail and noVPS and Frank McGuire: Govermr,
Opportunity Class will have a pic
wilderment to the players A scav nic Thursday night at the Oscar Wednesdayf with hcr cousin Diane, daughter Miss Alice McPhail oi Frank McGuire and Kingsbury Piper
enger hunt provided endless mer Duncan cottage. Holiday Beach, with Curtis.
Brighton, Mars., to be guests of Mr of Bangor.
riment. The occasion served to Miss Alice McIntosh as hostess,
and Mrs. E. E. Simmons at Holiday
Occupying "Pines Junior" at Craw Beach.
celebrate the wedding anniversary of i Members and families dre invited.
THE TELEPHONE PULSE
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Munsey who Bp at thP First Baptist Church at 5 ford for the summer is the following
were presented with an elcctri'. o'clock. Havener's bus will make the} party: Mr. and Mrs. Robert Baker Honesty is also the best politics.— Net Income of the New England
clock. Those present were Mr. and round trip for 25 cents a person Take j and son Robert of Olenalding. Penn, Boston Post.
Telephone A Telegraph Company for
Mrs. Munsev. Mr. and Mrs. F. A. basket lunch and cup for coffee Mr. and Mrs. William Brown and !
the first six months of 1933 totalled
Tirrell. Jf.. Mr. and Mrs. John H. This picnic will take the place of the daughter Elaine of Clifton Heights
*3 433 375. equivalent to |2.57 a share.
MeLoon, Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland August meeting.
Penn, and Miss Elonia Hagerty of
/The deficit, after dividend appropria
summer visitors
Sleeper. Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Ralph C.
Prospect Park. Penn. Messrs. Brown
tions was *566 998 A decrease in the
Wentworth. Dr. and Mrs. E. W.
Baraca Class hcld a delightful and Baker have caught 12 nice j
le«s of telephones, with a net gain
Occasionally one hears the re
Peaslee, Mr. and Mrs.. Harold picnic supper party Wednesday at salmon since they arrived the largin June, was shown for the last auarmark: “I did not see anything in
Coombs. Mr. and Mrs. Harold Bur the cottage of Mr. and Mrs. G. L. St. est weighing 43i pounds. The Penn
Courier-Gazette about my . ter as compared with the previous
gess, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Allen of Clalr. Crescent Beach. There were sylvanians have been coming to
ouarter and the corresponding three
guests." A little reflection will
Camden. Mrs. Clyde Vining. Mr. and 53 Dresent. A big bonfire on the Crawford Lake for several years, and
show the impossibility of ob ! months of 1932. The net loss for the
Mrs. H. E. Keywood. Mrs. Harold b ach was kindled as a salut? to the are thoroughly delighted with lt.
taining the names of all summer I last, three months was 4855 ns com
Keywood of Boston. Mr and Mrs, Boston boat on its way out. Thc
pared with 22.660 in the flrst three
L. E. McRae. Mrs. Mildred May, Mr. men enjoved quoits while other
Free — Come in the Frigidaire , visitors who come to Rockland
ln July and August. The paper I months of the year and 27 9G4 in the
and Mrs. William H. Rhodes. Wil members inspected the handsome showroom of A. C MeLoon & Co. In
desires to note such arrivals (the I second ouarter of 1932. There was a
liam Bok. Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. gardens of Henry A. Howard. The the Bicknell and vet your coov of the
guests themselves look for It), jnet gain ln June of 2651 as compared
Rose. Dr. and Mrs. Blake Annis, Mr. next picnic will be Wednesday. Aug. i Frigidaire "Kev To Meal Planning
and to this end asks Its readers
with a loss of 11,189 in June, 1932.
and Mrs. R. E. Estes. William Mer 9. at the Crawford Lake cottage of plus a ticket which may entitle you
to send ln such Items, either di
and a net gain of 5599 in June 1931.
riman of Boston Mrs. Bernice Wol Mrs. William Ellingwood.
to an automobile vacuum cleaner
rectly
to
the
office,
or
to
thc
cott and Dr. and Mrs. Newman.
free.—adv.
society
reporter,
Mrs.
Gladys
A scientist entertains an Oslo
Stover’s Pride Flour —“Thc Flour
Morgan, whose telephone num
gathering with his theory the life
Special this week only — Large the Best Ccoks Use.”
If cutting down your automobile In
85-87
ber is 794. Social events as well
on this planet began in hot water.
chicks, several varieties, $1 per dozen
surance ls of interest to you. phone
as arrivals and departures are
No tax this week on flfcurs bought 1060-J; Maurice F. Lovejoy, Masonic
desired.
at Stover’s, Rockland. Seeds—feeds
We would seem Ideally situated for
—fertilizers.
85-87 at Stover’s. Buy today.
a fresh start —Detroit News.
85-87 Temple, Rockland.
27-S-tf

)

A PUBLIC INVITATION
A cordial invitation is extended to
all interested persons to attend the

celebration of the birthday anniver
sary of General Henry Knox

TUESDAY, JULY 25
• • AT • •

MONTPELIER
IN THOMASTON
•

•

EVENTS OF THE DAY
9.00 A. M.
Ceremonies al the grave and laying of the wreath
10.00 A. M.

Annual meeting of the Knox Memorial Association

2.30 P. M.
Speaking on the western piazza by

Governor Louis J. Brann
Congressman Edward C. Moran, Jr.

3.30 to 3.30
Band Concert, direction H. E. Kirkpatrick

Open House All Day at Montpelier
I thc combination of the two. are out- jackets, too. for evening, with match
' standing—the thin, drapy black satin ing shoes and handbags
for the dressy tailleur. with white
In some theatres there is nothing
accents, particularly effective for din
I,ner and evening when worn with reserved except the seats.- Florida
Steamer Golden Rod. Capt. Ray pearls. There are new white satin Times-Unlon.
mond Bowden, made Its last trip
Saturday betweep Belfast and Cas
tine. Thc mail contract has been let
SO DO I - BUT
to Cant. Arthur Ladd of Castine, who
CAMELS
NEVER
is using his motor boat for this pur
GET
ON
THE
pose.
RVES.
Ralph S. Wardwell of Castine is
handling the express between Bel
fast and Castine, using his trucks on
the highways.
The Golden Rod was built ln
Brewer in 1892 for the Island Steam
boat Company of Bar Harbor and
was commanded by Capt. W M. Bar
bour on the route between Bar Har
bor and 8omesville, touching the way
stations. This company sold her to
thc Bennett Brothers, who ran her
on the route between Bucksport and
Camden with a landing at Belfast.'
For a short time she was owned by 1
B. R. Arey, who sold her to the Eastern Bay Steamboat Co. of Castine
STEADY SMOKERS
for thc route between Belfast and
TURN TO CAMEL'S
Castine.
COSTLIER TOBACCOS
For 16 years she was owned by
Capts. Leighton W. and A. Perry >
Coombs. Four years ago they sold
hcr to the Bayview 8tcamboat Co. of
MONDAY
Castine, Capt. and Mrs. Raymond
Millions of women: with liul
Bowden of Castine being thc princi
a single thought! The last
pal owners.
nun on earth and they al'
For the present thc steamer Ls out
wanted him!
of commission.
GOLDEN KOI) IDLE
------Up-Ba.v Steamer Loses Mail Contract
And Is Out Of Commission

/•

LINER LONG AND SLIM
Are Noted In Late Summer Styles.—
Importance of Salins la Stressed

Subtle changes are taking place ln
fashions for late summer and early
fall. One notes thc trend towards
very clean-cut styles. Lines arc long
and slim, as evidenced ln the new
tunic fashions, thc straight threequarter coat and thc Patou knife
pleats and slashes. Sleeves are get
ting back to normal. A hint of neck
lines creeping up is also discernible
in thc mode, adding to thc slim long
line silhouette.
As to fabrics, one cannot fall to
note the fashion importance of satins
—these In silk and rayons ln a variety
of new weaves. Thcre are the
lustrous crepe satins, the crepe sat
ins with shiny rayon face and silk
back favored for evening. Also fa
vored for evening are the doublefaced satins featuring two shiny
faces ln contrasting colors, or one
shiny and one mat face ln contrast
ing colors. In high style among sat
ins are the all-over Jacquard patterns,
reversible jacquard stripes, coin' ixitted satins nnd satins with i
lengthwise crinkles.
As to color, black and white, and,

“IT’S GREAT TO BE
ALIVE’’
with

Edna May Oliver
Raul Roulien
TUESDAY
The daring
drama of two
men, two wo
men and the
unwritten
law!

‘THE
KISS
BEFORE
THE
MIRROR”
with

NOW SHOWINO
“UOUKTAII, HOUR"

Nancy Carrol!

with

Paul Lucas

BEBE DANIELS
Matinees 2 pm. Ev'g, 6.45-8.49
Continuous Saturdav
2.06 P. M. TO 10.30 P. M.

COMING—"GOLD DIGGERS OF 1933 '

edge and try their luck with hook
T! 1OSE METAL TAGS
and line, but visitors to look over
the station are very few.
Robert Sterling. Jr., had tile mis Auto License Plates Provide
fortune to fall and sprain one of hls
Us With Geography, Ro
thumbs recently.
W R. Hilt visited Capt Pierce at
mance, Publicity
the State Street Hospital where he
What our lightkeeperf and coast guardsmen are doing to protect
is convalescing from an operation.
With the arrival of the vacation
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The day's news from
Capt. Pierce te in command of the season the motorist takes to the open
many lonely outposts along Maine's waterfront.
Steamer Oakev L. Alexander on a load, carrying on his car a label that
run from Norfolk to Portland with proclaims the region which he calls
coal.
home.
Crowds gathered at Fort Williams Forty-nine different American au
Three of the telephone crew called
Petit Manan
and the Light Thursday evening of tomobile plates are familiar to those
Mrs. James Freeman and children at this station July 17.
last week to witness the attack on who live along trunk highways or in
A small show was in town last
and Miss Muriel Fagonde went to
Portland from sea and air beaten ofl large cities today, and occasionally
Jonesboro for the day July 3. Miss week.
by the Batteries of 240th C A This the alert bystander may see tags from
During the cruise of the Amberjack
Oeorgia Wallace returned with them
practice ended the coast defense several Canadian provinces. Mexican
to stay over the Fourth. We all had to Campobello the fog signal bell at
duties of the regiment in camp for States. Cuba, and even from such
a very pleasant holiday and the this station was in operation 87 hours
this season.
distant places as Hawaii. Haiti, the
without
stopping.
children had a fine time. We had
• • • •
' Canal Zone, and the Philippines.
Myron Corbett has returned to
a few visitors and that helped to
“In the passing parade of metal
Roque Bluffs for the remainder of
Nash Island
pass the time.
tags there ls a good deal of geograthe summer.
Mr and Mrs W. H Doughty of nhv, and some history and romance ."
Lighthouse tender Hibiscus passed
Six from this station attended
here July 11 going east.
South Portland arrived at Nash's the '-ays a bulletin from the Washingchurch and Sunday school at the
Arnold Davis of Jonesboro is visit village last Sunday.
flrst of the month for a week's vaca , ton D C headquarters of the Na
ing James Freeman and family for a
The Hibiscus set a new spar buoy in
tion. We had a fine time the Fourth, tional Geographic Society. "Primarfew days.
the Harbor recently.
with 18 at dinner. The boys had il) a mark Of identification, the mo
tor license plate has become, in some
Summer people from Philadelphia
Arthur Maker while working on the
plenty of fireworks, all had a good
a peripatetic billboard bear
who are in Corea for the vacation State road in Cutler received a
time and good things to eat. After ing kevstones, diamonds, stars, slo
visited this station Wednesday.
fractured jaw
He was taken to
Pond
Island
Lighthouse
• • • •
dinner had a ball game and other gans. and other devices to advertise
Machias Hospital for treatment and
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Watson of sports. After the Fourth we kept unusual features or products of cerlater taken home.
The Cuckolds
Hanover. N H. and daughters Opal.
> tain regions.
• • • •
Keeper and Mrs. Elliot have re
Phyllis and Anna, were visitors for losing our baby ducks and couldn't South Carolina Plate Well Known
understand
why
until
our
son
Ray

Two Bush
turned from Lubec where they spent
a week at the light. Clifford Morang
“South Carolina's license plate,
ten days with friends. They also
We have two workmen here at of Popham and Miss Shepard of Bath mond operated on one and in the
duck's gizzard was a piece, all ,mok- across the bottom of which is in
stopped at Harrington on the return present. Mr. Beal and Mr. Dodge were also recent visitors.
scribed: 'The Iodine Products State,'
trip, spending a couple of days with They are doing repairs but are ex
Keeper and Mrs. Fickett motored ir.g. of a kind of firecracker the boys is perhaps th? mo«t familiar tag ex
Mr and Mrs. Aaron Leeman.
pected to leave soon.
to Portland Wednesday of last week had. and that was the cause of their ploiting a particular feature of a
F. C. Batty went to Winter Harbor and left their dog Ardo at the Vet dropping dead.
Would like to say right here in an
We are having great weather here State. Even the name of the State
swer to Keeper Wells that I had a with his daughter Mary Z. and re erinary Hospital. Then they drove
after
the long fog mull Sorry I te relegated to initials <S C.t in order
to Portland Head Light, and visited
very enjoyable vacation. Had a turned Sunday.
haven
’
t got my news in before, but to advertise to the world the high
We like the new keeper very much with Keeper and Mrs Hilt for a few
pleasant call at the home of Mr.
it
keeps
me busy cooking for four iodine-content said to be found ln
Wells at South Lubec, also met and hope he likes it here. Mr Singer hcurs. They also visited Charles and
husky
boys
and company coming all South Carolina vegetables and fruits
Keeper and Mrs. Elson Small of Dou- is still at Winter Harbor. Mrs Singer Levi Hooper. Mrs. Ficketts brothers,
“Arizona goes the southern State
chetts Island Light, who were re and Nancy Joined him there July 15. at South Portland and had dinner the time. But the cook enjovs cook one better in advancing a natural
We are expecting the tender soon with Mr and Mrs Charles Hooper, ing and it's a good thing she does. im me? To indicate that Arizona
turning from a vacation spent in
with the inspector on board
Boston.
arrived back at the Light at 4 p m. Mrs. Fred Hempel is here for the te a leading copper-producing State,
Freddie and Sam rowed 13 children
There te quite a fot of shipping in summer months.
Mr and Mrs. C. A Fisher of Man
and also to aid in the disposal in a
Carl and Cliff Purington and Wai i 'mall wav, of the enormous stock of
chester. N H.. with their little daugh over to Crow Island where they re by here,' we see them going east west
ters Muriel and Marlene have been mained all day and had a picnic din south and up the river. Some of | ter Stanwood set a trawl and got a ' the metal held in the United States.
ner.
visiting at the Cuckolds.
them come in quite close. We saw few haddock and have gone inshore Arizona has a license plate made en
• • • •
the President's yacht and escort when 1 to sell them. Walter 1s here with the tirely of copper. With copper selling
Lewis Seavey has returned to hls
boys for the vacation Rex. our dog at a few cents a pound these plates
home at Addison after a visit of three
thev went east.
Matinicus Rock
weeks with his son Harold Seavey.
Mr. and Mrs. Chandler were here is in all the games The bovs keep are not only inexpensive, but. with
The workmen Mr. Lunt and Mr
him in the water chasing sticks and their black lettering, they make a
Mr Seavey acted as substitute for Miller left the station last Saturday Wednesday.
• • • •
playing hide and seek The bovs striking appearance on the road.
Mr Elliot while he was on leave.
for Heron Neck Light. They were
have a young gull for a pet. Earl “Several license plates bear emMr. Wilson who has a cottage at I missed after being here nearly a
Portland Head
takes him in his truck for a ride every I lems of the States which issue them.
Newagen purchased a punt from the month.
W R. Hilt stuck a nail In his foot day and he seems to enjoy it too.
keeper recently.
Pennsylvania's, for instance, has a
Mr. Conary of Matinicus Island is
It is coming o. k
Mr. and Mrs. George Pierce, nearest .•■pending a few days on station with Monday.
Nash's has quite a crowd on here tiny keystone in each upper comer.
Mr and Mrs. Richards of Damar
neighbors to this station, have ar Second Asst. Ball, to help make re iscotta called on Mr and Mrs R. T. and everyone te happy. Carl is home Texas, ‘the Lone Star State.’ shows a
rived at their cottage for the sum pairs on the motor boat.
for his vacation now. also Mr. and tar I
lie numerals in the
Sterling Sunday
mer. ,
Miss
Hilda
Thompson
of
Matinicus
Mrs.
Ira
W Tupper and daughter Mrs. William Goodnow and family- center of. the plate. Delaware carries
• • • •
j Island is visiting Miss Rachel Robin- Cynthia of Criehaven are guests of have been here but left July 1 for a diamond design because Thomas
Little River
! son of this station.
Mrs F O. Hilt. They were recent Portland. There was great excite Jefferson, while discussing the thir
Tender Ilex landed supplies for the ■ visitors of Mrs. Earl Kinney at St. ment here when our President went teen American colonies, once re
We are having plenty of fog down
by. We could see him very’ plainly ferred to Delaware as the diamond
here but still hoping to see the sun workmen recently. It seems good to George.
R T Sterling is busy building lob and he waved his hand at all of us. of thirteen gems.
rhine once more this month. The have our boat slip in repair once
The Cod and the Pelican
ster traps to replace thos? lest in the The yachts were a beautiful sight.
keeper will finish painting the sta more.
Mr. and Mrs. Powers enjoyed the recent storm
’ “Once Massachusetts emblazoned
tion if he can have a few pleasant
Trips to the Century of Progress the sacred cod on its license plates,
Mr. and Mrs. S. G Robinson re
delicious green peas and other good
days.
There was a supper Thursday at things Mrs. O'Brien and daughter turned to their home at Redstone. Exposition at Chicago arranged. All but controversy arose over the de
sent from Rockland. It was quite a N H . accompanied by their grand expense. aJl details. Rail, water , or sign of the fish, some alleging that
the church vestry.
We were very sorry to hear of Capt. treat as it is hard to get those things son John Robinson of Lyndhurst. bus. Maurice F. Lovejoy. Insurance it in no way resembled a cod. and
N. J.
in 1929 the cod was replaced by a
Sherman's death. He was a pleasant out here.
A quiet summer thus far with us. Phone 1060-J, Masonic Temple, straight line penetrating a dot.
Sorry to hear that Mrs Isaac Stan
man and his visits to our station were
70then72-S-tf
“The pelican on Louisiana plates
always looked ahead to with pleasure. ley has been very ill at her home in A few fishermen stroll to the waters Rockland.
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Manset. Mrs. Stanley is the mother
of the keeper of Heron Neck. We
hope that she is much improved by
the next time we hear from there.
This is a good place to get tanned.
The keeper's little granddaughter
who is a blonde, is so tanned and
burned that her daddy and friends
won’t know her when she returns to
Providence with her mother Mrs
Harold Davis. They are planning to
make the trip from here by plane if
the weather permits.
We were glad to have a phone call
from retired keeper Mann He now
has a phone in his home at Spruce
Head and we can still have our little
chats, that we so much enjoyed while
he was keeper of Two Bush.
We are surely getting our share of
fog this month. The signal has been
going three days and nights this trip
We had visitors from Criehaven
last week. Ira Tupper passed the
light on his way to Cashes, making
the trip in his new boat, and returned
with a thousand pounds or more of
lobster. News te limited out here,
so will close with best of wishes to all
along the coast.

is the symbol of this southern State.
It appears on both the license tags
and on the State seal because, ac
cording to a Louisiana tradition, the
pelican is the only bird which tears
its own flesh to feed Its young. If
the mother bird can tear her own
breast, sav Louisianians to feed her
starving fledglings, lt te an apt sug
gestion of the sacrifice that the State
may make for the benefit of her own
children.
“There is no need to ask a Ken
tucky motorist what part of the State
he te from. A motor tag of 'the
Blue Grass State' bears the full name
of the county in which it was Issued,
as well as the State, year and the
registration number.
Nqw Jersey
indicates counties by a serial letter
uieceding the number: ‘A’ for Atlan
tic County: 'B' for Bergen County:
'J' for Hunterdon County, etc. New
York State assigns letters and num
bers to certain districts, but only a
memory wizard could locate a car’s
home without the distribution chart
issued by the Bureau of Motor
Vehicles.
“In a few States. Virginia among
them, municipalities require a second
license plate, which te usually affixed
above the State tags. North Caro
lina has an ingenious scheme to pre
vent the transfer of license plates
from cars of one weight to those of
another Passenger vehicles are di
vided Into three groups according to
weight, the price of the license in
creasing for heavier cars. Each of
these classes is indicated on the plate
by a tiny numeral (I, 2, or 3) between
the large numbers in the center of
the plate. Truck license plates carry
figures showing tons of net pay load
the vehicle te licensed to carry.
"Mississippi has another means of
preventing the transfer, theft, or
misuse of license plates Its tags
cannot be removed from a car with
out destroying a strip across the top
bearing the date and class identifica
tion. Washington State designates
the class of a vehicle by a small let
ter ln the upper left corner: ‘x‘ for
passenger cars: ‘V for truck; ‘s’ for
stage; etc.
"In Oregon the fiscal year has been
for two years the license plate year,
hfnee the addition of June 30 to thc
year numerals. Next year, however.
Oregon, will again revert to the cal
endar year, with all licenses expiring
Dec 31.
An Outline of Montana

“Montana's license plate te distinc
tive because the numerals and name
are surrounded by an outline shaped
like the State's boundaries. New
Mexico tags bear an arrangenunt of
lines and a circle that looks like a
symbolical sunburst, a fitting design
ior a region with few cloudy days.
Florida. Oklahoma. Mississippi and
Alabama cars carry only one license
tag in place 6f two required in other
States. The single tag is placed on
1 the rear of the car.
i "Although at one time color
schemes varied widely, in recent
, years they have been nearly stand

ardized A combination d Hack and
THE SPUD OUTLOOK
yellow (or oranget is now used by ten
States and Ihe District of Columbia,
the numerals and background alter Farmers In Aroostook and
nating ln color each year. While this
Elsewhere In Maine See
ls not a particularly a^ractive color
scheme, tests have shown that these
Better Potato Prices
two shades have high visibility.
White and blue combinations are
Maine's own garden land, Aroos
employed by eight States; black and
white by seven; and white and green took County te preparing to take on
new prosperity if the survey of early
by six.
“Minnesota has the odd cortiblna- ■ crop and price reports on her pet
tion of black on aluminum this year. product, the potato, is any criterion.
For the spuds bid fair to bring
Texas chose the colors of the Uni
versity of Texas, orange and white, $2 00 and more during the coming fall
for passenger cars, and the colors and winter, if the markets today
of Texas A.&M. College, white and .prove to be any sort of a barometer.
maroon, for commercial vehicles, ln ' Thus far the government, the
dements and even the potato buyers
1933.
“In addition to the license plates themselves have all assisted in Aroos
issued by the States and the District took's fall prosperity program. Re
of Columbia, various divisions of the duction of crops which will make the
national government, the Army, the 1933 one the shortest since 1925 ls go
Navy, and the jxdice department of ing to be one big factor in the Maine
thc District of Columbia have sepa .county's favor. On top of this, the
rate license tags.
' early southern potatoes, hit by drouth
"The flrst State to issue a regular and hot weather, are considered to be
license plate te a matter of conjec [the poorest in years, and the crops
ture, but Connecticut. Maine, and I from Virginia and other early potato
New York were among the earliest. J producing states are among the
At first, motorists were assigned a shortest ln history. Conditions are
registration number and were sup I such that potato buyers are cruising
posed to supply their own identifica through Aroostook with much more
tion plates, or to paint the numeral fervor than they have shown during
on the side of the car"
the past few years. Contracts which
range anywhere from $1.00, the best
FEDERAL ROAD FUNDS
pric* ln three years uo to $2.00 al
ready are being offered for spuds In
Knox Connty'a Share $62,343. While the ground, but ln most instances
Lincoln County Receives $38,243
thev have gone wanting.
In the meantime most ot the
With virtually every community in Aroostook farmers are surveying
the State anxious to secure some of their 37.000 000 barrel crop, putting
the $3,369,917 In federal funds allotted their hands ln thetr pockets and
to Maine for road work. Governor watching and waiting.
Brann and the State Highway De
Planted acreage of Maine potatoes
partment have decided to apportion for 1933 ’s estimated at 148.000 acres
the money by counties, based on fed compared with 170.000 harvested in
eral highway mileage and population. 1932. according to a Joint report reThe report that an additional j leased bv the Maine and United
$3,000,000 had been allocated to States Departments of Agriculture. In
Maine., later found to be without Aroostook County the crop was
foundation, made no change in the p'anted rather late but under favorapportionment plans. The State's ab'e conditions. In central and
own highway program will have northern Aroostook County recent
$7,000,000 available, but it was ex rains have been excessive and unpected all this would not be used.
| favorah'e to the develonment of the
Present plans call for t. “ exo?ndi- . croD. Conditions prevailing on July I
ture of the federal funds as follows- indicate a production of 37 000 000
Androscoggin. $151,430: Aroostook, . bii'hels for the state compared with
$271,812;
Cumberland.
$282455; 40 460 000 bushels harvested in 1932
Franklin. $80 832: Hancock. $102 807; and the average nroductlon 1926-1930
Kennebec, $160101: Knox. $62 343; of 40 735.000 bushels.
Lincoln. $38,243: Oxford. $149 957;
In New England a total of 201,000
Penobscot.
$237,359:
Piscataquis, i acres of ootatoes has been planted
$58,568; Sagadahoc. $50 288: Somer for the 1933 crop compared with 221,set. $127,799: Waldo. $60,526. Wash ,000 harvested last year While po
ington. $172 589; York, $143,742.
tato acreage was reduced ln Maine
It was increased ten per cent In MassAUTOS FOR OFFICERS
achusetta and 15 per cent in Con
necticut. and remains unchanged in
The State Highway Police depart the other New England States. In
ment's plan to replace its 54 motor most of New England the dry season
cycles with small automobiles that has given the potato crop a favorable
would cost not much more than the start. For New England as a whole
motorcycles with sidecars, has been production is Indicated at 45.155.000
dropped
Instead, six automobiles hu'bels this vear compared with 48,have been bought for commissioned 350.000 bushels harvested in 1932 and
officers and 30 new motorcycles have 47 440 000 bushels the five year aver
bten purchased for patrolmen.
age 1926-1930

Tydol writes a new code
IN GASOLINE VALUES
ODAY, American business is responding to the

T

call for new codes ... to hasten the return of
prosperity.

Today, TYDOL is ready with its code ... A code-already endorsed by millions of satisfied motorists for

the increased gasoline values it has brought them.
They have found in Triple “X” TYDOL a gasoline
whose honest performance meets every claim made

for it.

Yet, we do not ask you to accept Triple "X” TYDOL

on our statements, but rather you should judge it solely
on its action in your motor. Duplicate, if you can, in

any single gasoline, its extra power, its extra anti

knock and its extra lubrication service.

Tide Water Oil Sales Corporation 27 Main St., South Portland
PROVE

IT TODAY

IN

YOUR

OWN

CARI

NO EXTRA COST .• . . IT LUBRICATES AS IT DRIVES

